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CoNGREss, }. BOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. j :Ex.Doc.1, .
1st Session.
1 Part 5.

50TH

REPORT
OF THE

SECRETARY .OF THE INTERIOR;
HEING PART OF

THE MESSAGE AND DOCUMENTS
COMMUNICATED TO THE

TWO HOUSES OF CONGRESS
AT THE

BEGINNING OF THE FIRST SESSION OF THE FIFTIETH CONGRESS.

IN FIVE VOLUMES.

VOLUME 'I.

WASHINGTON:
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE.

1887.

REPORT
OF

THE S~0RETARY OF THE" INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTE:R,IOR,

Washington, November 1, 1887.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following annual report of the
operations of this Department for the year 1887 :

PUBLIC LANDS.
Perhaps the most difficult and important duty with which this Department is charged is the administration of the public land system.
The theater of its operations embraces nearly.three-fourths of the area,
of the American States and Territories, and the vital influence exercised by the distribution of land ownership among the people renders
the proper administration of the system of profound importance to the
present and future prosperity of the country.
Under existing laws it is apparent that the area of our public land is
rapidly diminishing. This would not be an evil if the lands were passing from the GovP-rnment to seats of actual occupation by bona fide
settlers, or bona fide purchasers for purposes of settlement. Nothing
can be a surer safeguard in a free community against the dominating
influences of powerful corporations and combinations of capital than a
body of independent small land owners living upon their own freeholds. But the facts are known to be otherwise. It is a subject to
which I have been forced by the necessities of my position to give
mucli thought, and the conclusion to which I have come is that most of
the troubles and abuses that environ it can be removed by legislative
action; and that such action is the S'Ole remedy.
A detailed statement of the work performed in the General Land
Office audits various agencies throughout the country is fully set forth
in the report of the Commissioner and the docqments therewith submitted. It shows a commendable zeal in the ·purpose to preserve the
public domain, to prevent fraud and illegality in the acquirement of
large areas of public land, and to recover them from unlawful possession
and appropriation.
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LANDS RESTORED.

The Commissioner states that the following amounts of lands have
been restored to the public domain since March 4,. 1885:
Acres.

Area within railroad limits.................................... . . . . . . 8, 958, 177, 33
Area within railroad indemnity limits .............................•.. 21, 32:3, 600. 00
Private land claims...... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
576, 000. 00
Fraudulent entries canceled.............................. . . . . . . . . . . .
400,000.00
Invalid swamp and other State selections canceled...... . • • • • • . . . . . . .
566, 704. 46
Total restored to the public domain .......•.•.................. 31,824,481.70

In the effort to ascertain the proportion of the above amount wh ich
was restored during the last fiscal year, I caused a thorough exa,minaiion of the records of the Land Department to be made, but was unable
to obtain the desired information.
However, the investigation resulted in showing that from March 5,
1885, to October 1, 1887, the number of entries canceled for fraud, illegality, abandonment, and other causes amounted to 91,078, embracing
an area of 14,238,913.04 acres, making an aggregate of lands restored to
the public domain of 45,663,394 acres. In addition there are suits in
the United States courts and matters pending before the Department,
involving the question of the restoration of many millions more acres,
amounting in the aggregate to 9,499,480.10.
Of this amount 2,897,869.85 acres were" adjudged by the Commissioner to be subject to recovery under the adjustment of railroad
grants, so far as such adjustments have been completed." Nine grants
are stated to have been adjusted, three of which have been transmitted
to this Department. Two of tbe~m adjustments, those of the main and
branch line of the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company, were passed upon October 7, 1887, and returned to the
Commissioner for readjustment. The question presented .and decided
in that case was whether that particular granting act by Congress in
that case allowed indemnity for about 62.;000 acres of swamp lands and
about 9,000 acres iucluded within au Indian reservation. The exact
phraseology of tlie indemnity granted by that act was for lands '' sold,
reserved, or otherwise disposed of." ~rbe Commissioner held that swamp
lands and reservations did not fall within that language. The Secretary held that they did so fall.
DISPOSAL OF PUBLIC L.AND.

From the report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office it appear that the number of acres of land disposed of during the past fiscal
year, under the various acts of Congress authorizing sales, entries, and
lection , aggregate 25,111,400.84, of which 746,637.29 acres were Indian laud , 5,oll,807.33 railroad selections, and 2,109,431.43 selections
nod r other grants; the aggregate amount showing an increase of
4, 62,524.55 acre as compared with the previous year. The receipts
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from disposal of the public lands were $10,783,921.72; from sales of
Indian lands, $1,484,302.30; a total of $12,268,224.02; an increase over
the previous year of $3,~3'47,727.08. To which is to be added $8,291 received on account of timber depredations, and $12,493.85 received for
certified copies of records furnished by_ the General Land Office, making
receipts of that Bureau from all sources $12,289,008.87.
ENTRIES AND FILINGS.

The total number of entries and filings made during the year was
248,178, covering 38,337,039.41 acres; an increase of 1,770 over the previous year; whilst the number of original homestead entries was 52,028,
covering an area of 7,594,350.16 acres; a decrease of 9,610 entries and
1,550,785.60 acres. Final proof was made on 19,86G homestead entries,
of which 10,201 were commuted homestead entries, and 321 purc~ased under the act of June 15, 1880; an increase of 510 entries,. and of
85,505.65 acres. The pre-emption entries were 21;403, embracing
3,172,411.80 acres; an increase of 5,69.1 entries, and of 893,193.41 acres.
Under the desert-land act 2,242 entries were made, embracing
751,014.0!) acres; a decrease of 276 entries and 2,674.54 acres.
Under the timber· and stone act of June 3, J.878, 655 entries, embracing 80,G22 acres, were made, being an increase of 226 entries and 29,928
acres as compared with 1886. ·
During the year.1,332 mineral entries were made, covering 28,787.82
acres. This is a decrease of 19 entries and an increase of 7,400 acres.
This <loes not include 84: coal entries, covering 11,461 acres, an increase
.o f 7 entries and of 1,294 acres.
P ATEN1'S ISSUED.

The number of patents issued during the year upon agricultural lauds
was 24,558, an increase of 4,073 over the previous year, accerding to the
report· of the Commissioner, but a decrease, as compared with 1885, of
48,614.
•
Iu this connection it is to be stated that my immediate predecessor in
tbe Department called attention to the great abuses flowing from the
illegal acquisition of land titles by fictitious entries and the iniquitous
exactions made upon "bona fide settlers, who are often obliged to buy
off such claims in order to get access to tbe public lands." ·He states
through the then Commissioner, whom hP., quotes approvingly, thl;tt
enormous numl.Jers of pre-emption claims are filed for illegal n,nd fraudulent purposes ; th at large areas of agricultural and grazing lands are
entered in :fietitious names for tlJe purpose of l10lding lands in.large
quantities, iu Yiolation of the spirit if not of the letter of the law. After
enumeratin g t he number of fraudulent entries in the several land States
and Territories that have been investigated, and the large number of
others that were suspended and awaiting investigation, he (the then
Commissioner) states that he was forced to suspend all hearings, and
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that he could not take final action upon them until Congress should
provide him with more means and larger autl10rity, in view of the
vastness of the territory and the great proportion of such fraud ulent
hearings. He also stated that he was compelled to remove general
suspension of entries in localitie~ in which fraudulent entries had been
reported as prevalent, "and to permit entries to go to patent without
the investigation necessary to determine the bona fide or fraud ulent
character of any of them."
It thus happened that the present administration at the very start
was confronted with a large accumulation of cases upon the files _and
records of the Land Department, in many of which irregularities and insufficiency of proof were apparent, and in others alleged fraud in the
inception or attempted consummation, lnit no investigation had. It
was evident that the administration of the Land Office would be powerless to prevent this indiscriminate and wholesale absorption of the public domain by fraudulent means, unless steps were taken at once to arrest the issuing of patents" without the investigation necessary to determine thei-r bona fide or fraudulent character." It was determined, therefore, to inaugurate new methods and establish other rules, wllich it -was
hoped would tend to prevent these frauds and to facilitate and promote
the interests of the honest settler. Assuming the declarations maue by
the then Commissioner, and evidently believed by my preueccssor to
be true, anything like an approximate arrest in the amount of fraudulent entries of every kind and in the -issuance of fraudulent patents must
materially and signally diminish both.
New rules to remedy these great abuses, thus announced and reiterated, have now been in operation for some time and are aeting well;
yet the claims which were initiated under them have not yet been reacheu
and passed upon preliminary to patent, for the reason that it was found
necessary to clear away as far as poS'Sible the mass of suspended and
uninvestigated cases which had accumulated during former years.
Most of the work has now been disposed of. The new cases are now
about reached, and will be disposed of with much more expedition and
facility than was, perhap8, heretofore practicable; so that settlers will
hereafter receive the muniments of their title in a comparatively short
time.
Perhaps one of the immediate effects of the new methods adopteu by
the Land Office to insure a more strict compliance with law in the acquisition of title to the public lands, is shown by the falling off iu the number
of original home tead, timber-culture, and dese:t-lancl entries during foe
pa tyear. Thi decreasemaybeacceptedasproofthatthenewmetllocb
are bearing legitimate fruit, and that speculators and ther evaders of
\h law hav £ and out that at last it is not safe for them to attempt to
pat nt 1 nd without hone t compliance with the necessary legal prere · it . t al o how that many patents hitherto issued "without
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the investigation neceS'sary to determine their bona fide or fraudulent
character" went to those who did not desire them for homes.
The report of the Commissioner demonstrates the imperative nec~ssit,y of providing a much larger force of special agents for effective
work in the prevention of these frauds upon the Government and the
people. I concur with him as to the necessity of such legislation, but
I deem it my duty to state that the most liberal appropriations fo~ this
purpose will be inadequate to prevent the wholesale appropriation of
the public lands either by actual frauds or such technical compliance
with the pre-emption, timber-culture, and desert-land laws, as will violate and defeat the great policy of our public land system looking to
the preservation of the public lands for _the abodes of our homeless
people, to he acquired by actual settlemerit, residence, and cultivation.
Witlt tltese laws in force and the appliances used for their perversion
in vigorous operatiqn, every attempt by mere administrative agencies
to prevent the evils complajned of will be fruitless and unavailing.
I respectfuIJy but earnestly reiterate my advice that you recommend
the im·mediate and total repeal of the pre-emption laws, the timberculture acts, and the relinquishment acts, and add thereto the cashentry laws and the desert-land law. Preferring a tentative and gradual
system of reform, I have hitherto suggested amendments to these
two latter, but the failure of Congress t.o _make such amendments, and
further experience of the injurious effects of their remaining on the
statute-book in their present form has convinced me that all except the
homestead law should be swept from the statute-book. More than a
quarter of a century has elapsed since the passage of the homestead
law . . Its operations, at least during the last decade, have shown it to
be the wisest and most honest method of disposing of the agricultural
public lands, embracing all the advantages ot the pre-emption system
without its acknowledged facilities for fraud and abuse. My idea would
be a short act repealing those laws by enumeration and providing that
the public land subject to disposal should be entered exclusively under
the homestead laws. The mineral lands and the timber reserves,
and some other specific laws applicable to particular sections of the
couutry, should be saved from the operation of the act. The passage
of such a law, apart from its other benefits, would be in the interest of
economy, as it would supersede the necessity of so large an increase
in tho clerical force of the Bureau as is now demanded under existing
law.
THE ADJUSTMENT OF RAILROAD GRANTS.

Shortly after my appointment to the position I now ham the honor
to hold, and as I became somewhat familiar with the public land system, its organization, and the workings thereof; I became more and
more impressed with the fact that the public domain was being diver.t ed
from its legitimate purpose and converted to objects the ine,;itable
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effect of which were repugnant to the entire theory on which the land
system was based.
Apart from the methods of illegal appropriation of the public domain
effected through the perversion of the several laws for acquiring title
thereto, I became convinced that the admiuistration of Congressional
gra11ts of lands to wagon and rail roads had given rise to enormous
abus~s. Congress had not only made grants which in some instances
exceeded in extent tbe area of a half dozen of the largest and most pop:
ulous States of the Union, but in addition pwvided that any losses of
lands within the granted limits should be satisfied by selections of lands
within other and adjoining limits, thus nearly doubling the area of the
original grants. Under these acts the Laud Department bad withdrawn
from public appropriation not only the granted limits a.s required by
law, but also the lands within the indemnity limits at the request of the
grantee companies. Thus enormous quantities of tbe public land were
held in reservation to await the ~onvenience of the respective corporations in the construction of their roads, the selections of its lands, and
tbe uncertain adjustments of the grants by the Department.
I do n·ot for a· moment mean to question the wisdom of aiding in the
construction of railroads. That policy was at the time a wise one. But
in the light of experience it may well be asked whether it would not
ha rn been wiser to have aided these great enterprises otherwise than
hy grants of the public domain. Though much good has been wrought, .
certain it is that the legislation by which these vast territories passed
nu<l.er the dominion of railroad companies gave an incurable wound to
the homestead scheme before that scheme had a fair opportunity for
displaying its, beneficent effects.
This land-grant legislation · was certainly not in harmony ·with the
theory of a distribution of the public domain among the people, and
gaYe_up to capitalists, as a basis for traffic and speculation and gigantic
financial schemes, what was by the original policy of the Government
designed to be homes for an industrious and thrifty people, the abodes
of domestic happiness and virtue and patriotism. Notwithstanding
toese indemnity withdrawals were made exclusively for the interests of
the company., few of these, if any of them, constructed their roads within
the time prescribed in the granting act, as an express condition on which
the grant was made. Maps of "probable," "general," '' designated,"
and "definite" routes of the roads were filed with rapidity in the Department, aud withurawals thereunder asked and almost unvariably
grant u until the public land States and Territories were gridironed
over with r::tilroa<.l grante<.l and indemnity limits; and in many instauce th limit uf one road. overlapping anJ conflicting with other
road ' in the mo t be wild· .ri g manner, o that the settler seeking a home
coul car ely find a desirable location that was not claimed by some
r perha two or tbr , of the many roads to which grants o{ land
ee made by Uongress.
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Nor was this alJ. Though the desired tract might not be apparently
covered by a railroad location, the settler would hardly select it before
agents of the corporations would set up a claim. to it, or to the right to
occupy and denude it under the right of way and construction privilPges
conferred by the granting act. Thus the settler, ignorant of his leg:11
rights and with no one to advise him with respect to either the law or
the facts, would for the sake of peace . and a home readily consent to _
purchase from the company. In this way these corporations, in addition to the lands granted to them, have claimed, sold, and received the
price of a great deal of other land to which they had neither legal nor
moral right, nor the shadow of either.
The confusion, hardship, and impositions practiced upon the settlers
were greatly increased by the bold schemes of the corporate agents
where withdrawals were made of lands to which the legal title of tho
companies bad not attached, and which afterwards remained 'in the
same condition for years through the failure of Congress to make the
necessary appropriations for the surveys.
When, however, through partial surveys or adjustments of grants,
lands thus sold by a company were found to be outside of the grants
and determined ~y the Department to be public land1-1, the purchaser
from the company found himself in the unfortunate pre<licament of having lost both his land and his money. Generally without the means to
enter into a costly litigation with a powerful corporation, the deprivation of his home, the expenditure and waste of his years, his energy and
strength, in redeeming that home from its wild condition, rendered his
mere technical right of action against the company but little more than·
a mockery.
Years have elapsed since many of the grants have been made and
other years since the withdrawals. Some of the companies have constructed the entire line of their roads, others fragmentary portions only,
and. others, again, none at all; but the withdrawals of the lands were no
less effective as a barrier against the settlers in the one case than: in the
other. It mattered not what might be his equities acquired by years
of toil upon what he believed to be a part of the national domain. It
was declared by the highest judicial tribunal, as expounded by the highest law officers of the Executive, that a withdrawal once made by competent authority was legal and effective to exclude all from intrusion
within its .limits.
One such case, where hardship and injustice were about to be inflicted
under the law, came under your observation. Gui'.lford Miller settled
up_on lands afterwards selected and claimed by the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company to be within the withdrawal for indemnity purposes.
Some doubt arising as to the legality of that withdrawal, the case was
referred by ~his Department to the Attorney-General for: his opinion on
tbe question -0f law. That officer held that the withdrawal was legal,
and that during its existence Miller could acquire no right or title to
the tract claimed by him and on which he lived. Whilst recognizing
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the correctness of the law, you saw the injustice of the case so far as
the individual settler was affected ; and that hundreds of others were
similarly situated who might and would be affected; and you directed ,
that such grants should be so administered by this 'Department as, if
possible, to protect these settlers from such injustice, stating your belief "that this can be done under the provision which declares that
these selections shall be made tinder the direction of the Secretary of
the Interior."
After years of waiting, Congress had failed to empower the Department to make the necessary surveys whereby some o_f the grants might
be adjusted, and no immediate prospect of such surveys was in sight.•
But a law was passed March 3, 1887 (24 Stats., 556), whereby the Secretary of the Interior was "directed to immediately adjust each of the ·
railroad land grants made by Congress to aid in the construction of
railroa<ls.'' vVith an earnest desire to obey the mandate of Congress, to
give to the corporations their every right under the laws, and at the
same time follow the directions given by you to see that ample protection
should be extended to settlers and those seeking to make settlement on
the public lands (a matter which bad been so long and so utterly overshadowed), I entered upon a most careful consideration of the whole
subject of the history and law relating to land grants, and concluded
that if the Department 'Yas clothed with authority to make indemnity
withdrawals, as had been done in so many instances, the exercise of
that authority was a matter entirely within sound discretion, and not
*But even where surveys have been completed, in many instances the railroads have
failed to avail themselves of their right of selection. This is notably true of the Union
Pacific, the Kansas Pacific, and the Central Pacific Railroad companies.
For instance, the grant to the Union Pacific Railroad Company in the State ot
Nebraska amounts to about 4,853,844 acres. Of these lands, all but about 28;i,000
acres had beeu surveyed prior to t,he completion of the l ast section of the road in
1869, and the surveys of the remaining lands were completed during the year 1877.
Although ten years have elapsed since the completion of :the survey within the limits
of its grant in said State the company has selected but 3,024,444 acres, the same
being less than two-thirds of its grant therein.
The grant to this company in the State of Colorado amounts to about 590,000 acres,
of which about 150,000 were surveyed at the date of the completion of the road in
1869, and all of which are now surveyed. It has selected but 640 acres in said State,
and that was of an even-numbered section selected under the special indemnity act
of June 22, 1874.
The grant to this road in Wyoming amounts to about 5,016,000 acres, of which
all but about 50,000 acres has been surveyed, two-thirds of which was surveyed prior
to 1876. Up to this time it has selected but 80,317 acres in said Territory.
Its grant in Utah amounts to about 850,000, of which about 85,000 acres was surveyed at the date of completion of the road in 1869. About one-half of the grant was
surveyed prior to 1 76, but about 370,000 acres are still unsurveyed. The company has
selected only 42,3(i0 acres in saitl Territory.
The gra11t to the Kan as Pacific Railroad Company in the State of Kansas
a.mount to about four million of acres. Of this all but about 208,000 oores was snrv yed at the completion and acceptance of the last section of .said company's road,
which occurred October 19, 1 72, and surveys of the whole were completed during
the year 1874.
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a matter of legal obligation in any respect; that the same sound discretion which~ in the interest of the companies, justified said withdrawals
now demanded peremptoriiy in the public interest a speedy revocation
of the same; and that the most effective way of expediting an adjustment of the land grants, and doing exact justice to the companies, guarding and promoting the interests of the settlers also, was to permit the
public to enter into competition with the companies in the s_election of
lands her;etofore withdrawn for indemnity purposes.
Accordingly, on May 23, .1887, with your approval, rules were laid
upon the different companies for whose benefit withdrawals had been
made to show cause by a day certain why said withdrawals should not
be revoked. Some of the companies failed to show cause; others filed
answers assenting to the revocation, as they had received satisfaction
of the grant either in full or as far as possible; others assented on condition that lands covered by selections already made should be excepted
from the order of revocation, and other companies objected to the order
of revocation as illegal and a violation of chartered rights. Briefs were
filed and oral arguments accorded to the counsel of such ,ompanies as
desired to be heard, all of which were fully and carefully considered, as
was due to the importance of the questions and the magnitude of the
interests involved; and on August 13, 1887, my views were fully expressed in a decision rendered in the case of the Atlantic and Pacific
Railroad Company, which by answer and argument raised nearly all
the objections that were presented in part only by a number of other
companies.
I send herewith a copy of the whole text of that opinion, in which
those objections were answered seriatim.
Two days later the orders withdrawing the lands within the indemnity limits and reserving the same from settlement were revoked, and.
the lands restored to the public domain and to settlement, first, in the
cases of two c~mpanies which bad not an~wered; secou<l, in those which ,
answering, assented; the third, in the cases of the following comp_anies,
which set up defenses coming within the rulings in the foregoing opin ion:
Alabama and Chattanooga R.R. Co.
California and Oregon Land Company.
California and Oregon R. R. Co. consolidated with the Central Pacific R. R.
Co.
Chicago) St. Paul, Minneapolis and
OmaLa Rwy. Co.
Dalles Military Road Co.
Flint and Pere Marquette R. R. Co.
Florida Railway and Navigation Co.
Gulf and Ship Island R. R. Co.
Marquette, H0ughton and Ontonagon
R.R. Co.
Misaouri, Kansas and Texas Rwy. Co.
Mobile and Girard Railroad Co.

New Orleans Pacific Rwy. Co.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co.
Oregon and California R . R. Co.
Oregon Central Wagon Road Comp.a ny.
Pensacola and Atlantic R. R . Co.
St. Louis, Iron Mountain .and Southern
Rwy. Co.
St. Paul and Duluth R. R. Co.
Southern Pacific R. R. Co,
Tennessee and Coosa R. R. Co.
Vicksburg and Meridian R. R. Co.
Vicksburg, Shreveport and Pacific R. R .
Co.
Wisconsin Central R . R. Co.
Wisconsin Farm Mortgage Company.
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In the Congressional grants to the following railroad companies,
the Hastings and Dakota, the St. Paul and Northern Pacific, tbe St,
Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba, the St. Paul and Sioux Oity, the
Sioux City and St. Paul, and the Winona and St. Peter, jt is provided
that upon filing •the maps designating the routes of said roads and
branches it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the .Interior to withdraw from market the lands embraced within the provisions of the act
making the grant.
In consequence of this provision these roads were omitted from the
orders of restoration.
It will be seen from the order passed in the Atlantic and Pacific case,
and which was applied to the other companies mutatis mutand-is, that
whilst it was determined that the lands in.question should not longer
be withheld from appropriation under the settlement laws, every precaution possible was taken to protect the legal rights of the corporations.
Following this action, instructions were subsequently issued to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office to detaif all the available
force in his office to tlrn work of adjusting the road grants, making said
work spe_c ial and proceeding as rapidly as possible with the same, to
the end that the companies should be fully protected in their just claims,
and have certified to them all the land they were entitled to, speedily
and without delay; and the residue of public lands, disembarrassed of .
corporate claims and pretensions, become free for the use and quiet enjoyment of settlers. The amount of land restored to tho public domain,
through tile orders revoking · the indemnity withdrawals, is stated by
the Commissioner of the General Land Office to be 21,323~600 acres.
I beg to refer to what has been said in another part of this _report in
relation to the imperative nece,c;;sity of appropriations for the surveys,
without which a complete adjnstmen·t of these railroad grants is not
practicable; at an early day.
UNL.A.WFUL IN CLOSURE OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.

The work of returning to the people the large areas of the public
land hitherto illegally appropriated by corporations and individuals engaged in the cattle business on the plains, has progressed most successfully during the past year. The papers transmitted from the General
Land Office show that 465 iUegal inclosures, aggregating in area nearly
7,000,000 acres, have been reported. In 133 of these cases, involving
3,275,000 acres, proceeuings have been instituted, ~nd in 1G5 cases the
pecial agents report the removal, complete or in progress, of the illegal
fenc , throwing open to public u e and occupancy 3,394,000 acres.
Thi does not include the work of the two inspectors, Messrs. Bowers
an
unter, ent from m_y office to the Territories of New Mexico and
~ ming. Thr ugh th ir agency fences liave been removed in 119
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cases, embracing an area of 1,500,000 a~res of public land, making a
total of nearly 5,000,000 acres restored to the public d~ma_in. T~e. fi:st
step taken to overthrow and stop this great and steadily mcreasmg mclosure of the public lands came in the act to prevent unlawful occ~pancy of the public lands of February 25, 1885. Tlre passage of this
measure meeting with scarcely any compliance by these hardened violators of the law, on August 7, 1885, the President issued a proclamation
calling attention to the violation of this act, and enjoined upon all persons obedience to it. While the erection of their fences was arrested,
and some fences were remo~ed in conformity to this proclamation} even
this warning from the highest executive officer of the nation was disregarded among these men who had been for so long a time a law unto
themselves. At this point I was provided by Congress with two inspectors for public land service. They were sent at once to New Mexico and Wyoming, and have since September, 1886, been chiefly employed in their respective Territories in enforcing the removal of illegal
inclosures. From them I have obtained direct and special informatiou
concerning this question, and have been able by immediate action
through this agency to obtain mos·t satisfactory results.
The present status of the question of illegal inclosures, therefore, is
far better than I anticipated or reasonably hoped at the time I made
my last annual report, and it is a source of some congratulation that so
widespread and so thoroughly intrenched an evil has been overcome
without serious injury to, or collision with, the people of the range cattle country. In short it is apparent that this wholesale appropriation
of the public.domain is a thing of the past, and that these vast areas
of the public heritage have been restored to the people.
Only where corporate connivance and prodigal railroad grants came
to their assistance have the cattlemen defied the law and rendered powerless the efforts of this Department to correct this abuse.
As I write this repor-t complaints come from a region lately visited
by my inspector that certain large and we~lthy corporations, composed
of foreigners, are constructing further inclosures within the railroad
limits. That others are only waiting to see what action, if any, the
Government proposes to take to prevent this, and are ready to pursue
the same course if this can be safely done. Within the limits of the
railroad. grants to-day exist the only large or continuous inclosures of
public lands. This cunning device for violating the law and furthering
their own ends at the expense of settlement could never have been made
effectual unless the railroad companies .had come to the aid of these
capitalists and. cattle-men. The method by which this has beeTl done and
the law evaded was shown in my last report, on page 31, to which I refer, and which I again herewith submit:
Another obstacle in the administration and enforcement of the law has been the
large grant of lands that has been made in alternate sections to railroitds along
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their lines, In Wyoming the railroads have parted with their titles to these alternate
sections, and the purchasers have erected fences upon them in such a way as not to
build upon any lands belonging to the Government, and yet to inclose large portions
of the public domain. The following diagram illustrates how this has been done:
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A, having purchased the odd-numbered sections from the railroad in the township
represented, starts his fence at the northeast corner of section 9 and builds along the
north line of that section. Arriving at the north west corner of section 9, he puts in
a post on the southeast side of the corner-stone between sections 9 and 5, and bis
fence stops at that post. He then puts in a similar post on section 5 on the northwest
side of the north corner-stone, and from 12 to 18 inches from the post in the north west
corner of section '9. Being now on section 5, which he owns by purchase from the
railroad, be runs his fence along on section 5, and diagonally opposite to the northeast corner of section 7, where a similar gap of from 12 to 18 inches is tnade. This
he jumps across to section 7; and so on around the entire inclosure. Precisely the
same method is resorted to in Arizona.

In reference to these latter inclosures within the limits of ·railroad
grants, the Department has been unable to make any substantial progre ; now, a a year ago, the public domain is inclosed in this manner.
Two attempts to secure indictments under the provisions of the act
of February 25, 1885, against the parties thus maintaining fences failed,
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largely due, probably, to the presence upon the grand jury of men who
were themselves violators in this evasive manner. If the present law
is to be thus ignored and action under it paralyzed, some further legislation is necessary. Two plans have been considered by the Depart.
ment, requiring Congressional action, to remedy this remarkable and
cunning evasion of the law. The first is to enact a bill establishing a
public highway, four rods wide, around every section of land, the section
lines being the center of such highways. Make this a part of the public land system, so that all future entries made upon the public lands
should be subject to this provision. Similar laws are now in force in
several Western States and Territories, passed by local legislatures early
in their development, to provide frequent and ample means of communication through the country, with little expense to the counties. Such
laws have hitherto proved very beneficial to the people and the State,
obviating the frequent and vexatious determinations of highways prevalent in localities where such a statute has not been in operation.
When the land taken for such highways has passed from the Government into the hands of private parties the bill should provide for necessary compensation. This woul~ require a comparatively small amount,
owing to the present low value of these lands.
By such a measure the system shown in the accompanying diagram
would be impossible-the public highways acting as barriers to the unbroken lines of fences. An additional advantage, too, would follow
from these highways in opening free access to the streams and water
courses throughout the whole grazing region, now so completely and
exclusively controlled by a few to the permanent injury of many desirous of ranging stock upon the broad uplands of the public domain.
The objection, often urged against this plan, that it would be enormously expensive for the G'?vernment to construct these highways, has
no force. It is not proposed to do so. The present value of these
highways lies in breaking up this system of fencing and furnishing
access to the alternate sections of public land and the waterscourses,
thus stimulating an early settlement of the country. Their future
value to the people who may develop this vast region into a prosperous
and settled community is simply beyond any estimate.
The second plan considered is through the passage of a bill to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to lease the intermediate sections of
public land to the owners of the adjacent railroad sections. Necessary
pr<?visions of this bill would ·be that such leased lands shortld be subject
to entry under the land laws at any time, the lessees' rent terminating
from the date of entry; that entrymen should have a right to lease adjacent public land proportionate to the area entered; that gates should
be placed to suit the convenience of the settlers, one every mile. Such
a bill would be a relief measure for the purcbftsers of the railroad lands,
and as this c/
of affairs has arisen from the granting of land in
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this manner by Congress, it may, perhaps, be fairly urged that relief
should come through Congress.
·
The objection to such action is, that one class of law-breakers would
go unpunished and, relieved from compliance with the law, would be
granted especial privileges.
The question is one of importance, not only in its present bearings,
but also from the future evils which are liable to arise throughout the
vast areas similarly granted to railroads from our western domain.
PUBLIC SURVEYS.

I renew the suggestion in my last annual report in favor of the enactment of a law making false and fraudulent returns of public surveys a
penal offense, and providing also penalties for the willful destruction
or removal of surveying monuments. Special attention is called to the
recommendation of the Commissioner for the appropriation of $300,000
for executing public surveys. I concur in this recommendation.
The appropriations for 1884 were $425,000, whilst those for 1887 and
1888 were, respectively, <Jnly $50,000 ! This is a very serious matter. It
would be less disastrous to the interests of the people to abolish the
present mode of administering the public surveys and remit the whole
subject to the States or dispose of it in some other way, if the Executive
is not afforded the means of properly administering this branch of the
public service. Our plan of surveying the public land is a most admirable one, and its correct administration lies at the very foundation of
our established land sy&tem. But if the public surveys are not conducte'd
with honesty and exactness, they are a snare and delusion to all who
obtain title under them.
The Commissioner shows that where surveys have been made in
many instances it is impossible to throw open the surveyed land because of the want of means to cause the surveys to be verified in the
field or to have the necessary office work done. In addition, he shows
that large bodies of valuable land are unsurveyed and no means available for the purpose of surveying them. Public interests demand that
those lands be placed in such a condition that set.tlers may be able to
acquire title to them. If it be true that one of the great objects in view
is to facilitate the acquisition of homes by the homeless and industrious,
the impolicy of retarding the surveys of the public lands is the more
apparent; and when we reflect that the public-land system is not a burden upon the tax-payers of the country, but the source of a large and
unneeded income to the Treasury, the policy which hampers this administration is the more unaccountable. FrequentJy cases come before
the Department where, after years of residence and improvement, the
settler dies without having been able to secure title to the land, leaving
that which ought to be the home of his helpless family to fall into the
po e ion of others, and all because, in the absence of a survey, there
is no me
f sec in title.
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Another evil of these insufficient appropriations lies in the fact that
several of th e railroads, to which land grants bave been made, pass for
a considerable extent through unsnrveyed public lands. In the granting acts to these companies is a clause directing the Executive to cause
the land to be surveyed along the line of the road, so that the lands to
which it may be entitled shall be made over to the company as fast as
the road is conRtructed. - But the Executive has been unable to comply
with these directions because Congress has not thought proper to furnish the means to make the necesRary surveys, and there was no other
source from which it could come.
It is impossible for a settler to tell or even guess in an unsurveyed
wilderness the even section from the odd, and he is as likely to make
his settlement aud his home upon the one as upon the other. When the
survey is made, if that settler is found located within the primary limits
of a grant upon an odd i::;ection, or anyport~on of one, he loses the land,
because it is granted to the c_ompany. The same trouble would occur
within the indemnity limits so long as the -withdrawal thereof stood, for
then under the law the rights of subsequent settlers were subordinate
to t hose of the companies. Now, under the recent action of this Department in revoking the indemnity withdrawals, whilst the actual settlers
will be safe in locating upon unclaimed lands within those limits, the
compani'1s most probably will be considerably curtailed in the amount
of lands from which they may select indemnity for losses within the
granted limits, which losses cannot be ascertained until the surveys
separate the odd from the even sections.
·
In view, t herefore, of the general interests of the public, those of the
settlers and of the railroad companies, and with an especial view to the
speedy adjustment of the various land grants in obedie nee to the mandate of Congress, the appropriation for these surveys should be fully
·
adequate to the results contem:vlated.
In t his connection attention is called to the significant statement
found on page 92, of the Report of the Commissioner. Attention is also
called to the fact that because of the want of funds to make necessary
surveys in Montana, the Government sustained a loss in that Territory
last year estimated by the Commissioner at over $1,000,000. (See page
14 of his Report.)
Special attention is also called to the several reports of t,he governors
of the Territories, all of which are burdened with complaints of the want
of public surveys within their respective jurisdictions.
I have above indorsed the recommendation of the Commissioner for
$300,000, but I beg to urge the appropriation of $200,000 not asked for
by him, to be specially devoted to the survey of lands within the granted
and indem nity limits of the different land-grant railroads. There are
lands along the lines of all three of the great routes to the Pacific which
are unsurveyed. The roads are completed. The country through
which these roads pass has been mostly settled by an industrious popuIN'.I.' 87-VOL 1--2
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Iation who are unable to obtain title to the unsurveyed lands, whether
the same belong to the Government or to the railroad company. So
long as these lands remain unsurveyed it is impossible to adj ust the
la~d grants, to ascertain what are the losses of the corporations within
the primary limits, and to what indemnity lands they are entitled.
Great confusion aud many hardships have resulted for the want of the
necessary appropriations for the survey of the lands along the lines of
said roads.
It is manifest that it was the- intention of Congress in making the
grants that the survey should keep pace with the construction of the
roads, making it practicable to adjust the grants as the roads progress.
It is now urged that Congress afford a remedy for these long-standing
evils by appropriating the sum asked to be devoted specially to the
survey of the lai;id referred to.
DEPOSITS FOR SURVEYS.

A further experience of tht3 pernicious practices that have obtained
under the system of deposits for surveys confirms me in my former
recommendation for the repeal of those laws, ~hich I here renew.
PRIVATE GRANTS.

Another subject which, I would respectfully suggest, demands immediate legislation is the matter of private grants claimed to be derived from the Spanish or Mexican Governments. This legislation, in
my opinion, should be directed to two points: (1) to providing for a,
trial and final determination of such claims, subject only to appeal to
the Supreme Court; (2) an act of limitations barring the presentation
of new claims of this character within a stated period.
By section 8 of the act of July 22, 1864 (10 Stats., 308), it is made
the duty of the surveyor-general of New Mexico t,o "ascertain the
origin, nature, character, and extent of all claims to lands under the
laws, usages, and customs of Spain and Mexico." He is to make report
of all such claims with his decision as to the validity or the invalidity
of the same, which report shall be laid before Congress for action, and
until final action of Congress on such claims all lands covered thereby
shall be ·reserved from sale or other disposal by the Government.
Under the provisions of this law, from time to time since its pai;;sage,
many claims have been made and acted upon, whilst a number are yet
pending before Congress unacted upon. The extent and number of
the unconfirmed claims can not be accurately stated, as such claims are
being continually made, and those heretofore presented seem to grow
enormou ly in area with each passing year in the issuance of patents
thereon. At the present time it is approximately estimated that the
amount of public land actually reserved from entry and settlement because of uch claims is a little short of 6,000,000 acres. Most of this
land has been thus reserved for many years, used, enjoyed, or transforred
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and sold as freely by the pretended claimants as though their title had
been fully confirmed.
In regard to the lands uader Mexican or Spani8h title tl111s lwlil in
reservation, this Department is powerless to act, as such reservations
are established by act of Congress, and must continue perpetually until
that body acts. The well-known fact that by means of such a claim
possession can be readily obtained and retained of large bodies of laud
has very much to ·do with their continued increase. The claimant has
but to pass the ordeal of the surveyor-general's office, where the examination is ex parte, often perfunctory, superficial, and possibly erroneous.
A favorable report being obtained the law steps in, ousts the jurisdietion
of the Land Department from the claimed territory, segregates it from
the public domain, and the claimant under this most slladowy and often
colorless pretense of title is installed and protected in tile enjoyment of
all be claims as fully as though possessed of an absolute right aud title.
l\1illions of acres of public lands are thus held by claimants, arnl have
been held for many years, in some instances for more than thirty years,
and in most instances the lands thus held are the best for many miles
around. The claimant being thus guarded and protected in his enjoyment until Congress acts, has no motive to follow up further action by
Congrrss, after the report of the surveyor-general has been transmitted
to that body, for whilst the report sleeps in the committee-room his possession and enjoyment of this vast estate remains undisturbed. I need
not go further to show the inducements thus held out to the presentation of false claims resting on foundations so shadowy that un<ler otLer
circumstances no one would be tempted to rely upon them. An<l Lenee
to-day, thirty-three· years .after the passage of the act, as is shown by
the report from the General Land Office, there is but little abatement in
either the number or extent of the claims being presented to the' lau<l
officers.
The surveyor-general of New Mexico states that during the past ,rear
examination has been made of a number of new claims and of olJ.
claima (heretofore favorably reported) yet pending before Congress unconfirmed, the area of which aggregates by estimation 4,000,000 of
acres; whilst he thinks 200,000 acres will cover all legal and equitable
rigl.tts thereunder. Nearly forty years have elapsed since the U nitcd
States bas assumed a solemn treaty obligation · to perfect and confirm
rights existing under these claims.
As to what action is best to be taken in the premises, opinions differ,
but that some action shoul<l be taken, and speedily taken, all who know
anything about the sul>ject agree. I confess the subject is somewhat
difficult to deal with, but after the best . consideration I am able to
give it, together with my experience in relation to these private land
claims, I am now of the opinion that the most desirable and effective
manner of disposing of them would be tllrough the land department.
Provision should be made for an appeal to ~he Secretary of the Inte-
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rior whose decision should oe final, unless an appeal be t~ken directly
'
therefrom
to the Supreme Court of the United States. As at present
organized and equipped, with a slight increase of force, this Department
is fully equal to dealing with and determining all legal questions arising
under ·these grants. It has at its disposal legal talent, trained and
familiar with questions of land law and in the habit of acting judicially in other cases. Hepresenting the executive power of the Government, this Department must in any event be a farge participant in any
action in relation to these grants. The official documents, the archives,
ancient and modern, relating to the public lands and foreign grants,
are in its custody and must there remain. Even were laws enacted
transforring entire jurisdiction in r~lation to these foreign grants to
the courts, it would be almost impossible entirely to separate the priYate lands from the public land system without the interposition of
this Department. In fact, now, where grants are confirmed by Congress, this Department has to supervise the surveys in order to carry
them into patent. Under any plan suggested this Department must
be an important factor in administering the law as to these grants; it
would, therefore, s·eem to be the part of wisJom to confer upon it sufficient jurisdiction and power to fully adjudicate and adjust them, thus
dispensing with the unnecessary operations of two machines, neither
of which is complete in itself or capable of perfecting the work. The
agents and officers of the Department visit or are located in every
section where such claims may arise. If clbthed with proper authority, the parole testimony desired could be taken before them; though
in ,iew of the lapse of time very little testimony except that of record
would be presented. That testimony is already on · file among our records. Provision should be made for serving process and making the
decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office final, unless
appeal be taken to the Secretary, and the decision of the latter officer
final, subject to appeal, as before stated, to the Supreme Court of the
United States. Such a plan, in my opinion, would be simple, inexpensive, and accomplish the settlement of these claims in a much more
expeditious and satisfactory manner than any of those heretofore sugge ted.
·
When a member of the Senate I favored the idea that the ordinary
judicial tribunals of the country were best adapted to deal with the subject, a in other cases where the same rights are at stake, and more in
accord with the spirit of our institutions; and further because whatever
legi lation may be enacted or executive action taken, sooner or later each
and every grant finds it way into the courts and in some way receives
a judicial con truction. A larger experience has, however, brought me
to realize the force of the objection urged in the reports of the surveyorg neral f . . :rew Mexico, that the right of the National Go vernment to
and · au not b wi ·ely l ft to the arbitrament of local tribunals which
are mor or le· under local influence and supposed to sympathize with
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. the individual claimant as against tbe Government, and to be inclined
to deal with his pretensions in a spirit of undue liberality without due
regard to legal rights. That experience has shown that the subordinate officers of the Government wh·o are charged with the proteGtion of
its interests at remote points become easy prey to the same influences,
and the trial of such cases almost invariably degenerates into an ex parte
hearing wherein the claimant is allowed and expected to make out his
side of the case, if in his power, without opposition or resistance or a
due regard to the rights of the defense. Further, it is stated that the
dockets of the local courts in the Territories are already overburdened
with causes which the judges find themselves utterly unable to dispose
of as expeditiously as the proper administration of justice demands.
Such cases would almost invariably be carried up the United States
Supreme Court, certainly as often as they would be if dedded by tbe
Department.
·
The existing method which requires the action of Congress in each
case should be abandoned. The machinery possessed by Congress is not
well adapted to the investigation of the details incident to such claims·;
though it has ample power to send for persons and papers, the i:p.q.uest
which it would institute is in its very nature ex parte and somewhat
private. It must be conducted at a great distance from the situ,s of the
grant and the b.omes of the witnesses, whose personal attendance is
only procured at a great expense to the claimants, or, if dispensed with,
whose facile affidavits fail to present the whole truth as it would be disclosed under cross-examination. The records which would throw light
upon the case are in the Territorial land offices, not readily accessible
to the Congressional committee, to which claimants only present certified
copies of such portions as will benefit their side of the case. And
finally, Congress, charged with the grave duties of legislating fo:r tlrn
political and material interests of this great nation, has not the time
to go into the investigation of matters involving interests of a ·purely
personal character.
To the suggestion of a special committee to sit at convenient times
and places to bear and dispose of these claims, equally vigo;rous objections are presented, and it is urged that t~e experiepce obtained
through the California commission is of such· a character as to make a
tribunal of that kind the least advantageous of the methods proposed.
All must agree that it is time that these foreign gra11t claims were
disposed of one way or the other. To say nothing of our obligations
under the treaty it is a duty to our own citizens that th~ cloud which
obscures the t itle to so large a portion of the public domain because of
such claims should be removed as soon as possible, and the progress
of the country no longer hindered and stayed by the existing uncertainty of land titles ... At least, an increase or an indefinite continuance
of the troubles growing out of this state of things should be prevented.
I think, therefore, that an act of limitations should be recommended
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barring all such claims not presented within a stated period. In view
of the fact that there are many small claims incident to pueblo grants
which on account of their limited areas and the expectation of the claimants that they will not be troubled in their possessions, have not been
and will not be presented, the bar should extend only to those involving over a certain area, say 300 or 500 acres. Certainly after the lapse
of so long a period no one can justly complain that a statute of repose
should be enacted, and if any case of undue hardship arise under the
operation of such a statute, which is hardly imaginable, Congr~ss can
specially legislate in regard to such case and afford relief as readily as
now.
THE PRESERVATION ·OF PUBLIC '.l'IMBER.

The vital necessity for legislation looking to the preservation of the
timber resources of the country becomes more urgent every year. The
annual loss to the Government by the destruction of timber by fire alone
is estimated at $7,000,000, To this should be added the more important
but secondary loss which follows the destruction of the timber by floods,
land-slides, climatic changes of _a permanent character, and the violations o:f ·the law by depredators upon the timber on public lands.
Under the law out.side of the States of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and the Territory of Washington, settlers can not, unless they settle upon "timber land," under the general settlement laws, obtain timber upon the public domain except upon mineral lands. As not one acre
in many thousands is known to be mineral, this provision amounts to
but little. Heretofore there has been some contrariant practice growing out of the opposite views of those charged with 'the administration
of these interests, the one directed solely to the jealous preservation
of the timber resources of the country, and the other recognizing the
undeniable necessity of the settlers to have timber for building their
homes and for fuel, and the consequent yielding to the necessity of cutting the timber that they deem as essential to them as air and water,
·
whether it be on mineral or non-mineral land:
At the prei;;ent time settlers in man¥ localities feel themselves compelled to violate the law to obtain timber from the public lands to supply their absolutely necessary wants. Sometimes this is done through
the owner of a saw-mill, who then suffers the penalty, for be, too, is unable to lawfully obtain sufficient timber to supply the requirements of
his community. The absence of" any means by which the community
?an get its necessary and proper supply of timber leads to general hostility to all action of the Government to prevent depredations on public
timber and encourages the most wasteful and wanton destruction of the
public fore ts, which will result, if not speedily stopped, in most disastrou con equence to that part of the public domain. I think legislation i n eded which would look to the accomplisbment of both these
ends ; i. e., the pre errntion of the natural forest lands at the headwaters
of na igable river , and al o a method of putting within the reach of-
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settlers a legal means of providing them with tiin ber for building tlieir
homes, fuel, and other domestic purposes.
I do not here undertake to formulate the details of the scheme suggested. If it were desirable I can do so. It would embrace, with but
few changes, the salient features outlined in my last annual report.
PUBLIC-LAND STRIP.

Because of its anomalous condition, this portion of the public domain
should receive the prompt attention of Congress. _This tract of land is
bounded on the east by the Indian Territory, on the north by Kansas
and Colorado, on the west by N ew·Mexico, and on the south by Texas.
It is a little over 168 miles long from east to west, and a fraction over
34 miles in width from north to south; contains 5,738 square miles,
or 3,672,640 acres. Excluded from the boundaries of these States
and this Territory, it has always been outside of any political jurisdiction. It is simply a part of the public domain, over which the land
laws have not been extended, and within the limits of which no tribunal, civil or criminal, has jurisdiction to pr0tect property or punish
crime.
The· land within the limits of this strip is said to be fine for both agricultural and grazing purposes, the surface rolling and well waterP-d,
whilst valuable coal deposits have been developed in the western portion. Until lately the "strip" was almost entirely fenced in and controlled by a number of foreign cattle companies. But since the breaking
up of illegal in closure and use of the public domain in this manner there
has been a great rush of people into this locality.
,
By the appropriation bill of March 3, 1881 (21 Stat., 451), the sum of
$18,000 was appropriated for" running correction lines, guide meridians, and township lines " therein. The sum thus appropriated was expended as directed and the township lines run, though the amount allowed was scarcely sufficient to complete the lines as directed.
I beg to urge that a special appropriation be made to complete the
sun,.ey over this tract. An estimate furnished at my request by the
surveying division of the Land Office states the amount necessary for
the p·urP.ose is $50,000, and I hope it will be granted.
It is further important that Qongress should authorize the establishment of a land office within this strip and the lands therein at some
central and accessible point, subject to settlement under the homestead
laws, with the commutation features eliminated. The Territory should
also be placed under some political organization, so that civil and
criminal law may be properly administered therein.
The peculiar form and situation of the strip makes the question of its
proper disposal a question of some doubt. It is, of course, too small to
organize into a separate Territory. Its condition, approximating most
nearly to that of New Mexico, naturally suggests that it should be made
part of that Territory, subject to its laws and government.
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INDIAN .A.FF .A.IRS.
I commend to your attentive consideration the operations of the Indian Bureau as set forth in the accompanying report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. · It shows devoted zeal and energetic efforts in
behalf of the present and future interests and happiness of this dependent people. No efforts have been spared to secure to them the quiet
and m1disturbed eujoyment of their reservations. Prompt measures
-have been adopted for the removal of trespassers and intruders of all
kinds from their midst, when complained of as in any way molesting
the peac8 of their homes, and sp.e edy action bas been taken, when necessary, to suppress any disturbing elements among any of the tribes,
All just causes of complaint brought to the attention of the Department have received consideration and prompt corrective action in order that they might have such full and peaceful enjoyment of all existing rights and privileges as is consistent with the policy of elevating
them to civilization. They have been urged as rapidly as possible in
the ways designed to lead them from their condition of helpless, dependent wards of the Government -to that of an intelligent, vigorous, and
self-supporting people. They have been required, so far as was f~:mnd
practicable, to scatter out upon the best lands of their reservations,
build houses~ wear the dress of civilized people, engage in some kind of
industry, and practice the cultivation of the soil, so that when allotments should be authorized and made they would be able to select the
land upon which they lived and had made improvements.
The extent to which sticcess has attended the efforts of Mr. Commissioner Atkins in thus managing the affairs of the Indians is more cl~arly
shown by the statistics of the results of their industrial pursuits during
the past year. The present condition of this population may be presented as grouped in three general classes:
'fhe first, or civilized, embracing the five civilized tribes of the Indian Territory and the Six Nations of New York, whose members general1y are furthest advanced in manners and morals and in the arts and
industries of civilized life, self-supporting, with written constitutions
and laws and well-established rules and methods of government; including also many individuals amon,g other tribes who are fully entitled
by reason of intelligence, industry, social habits, and other characteristics of civilization to be enumerated among the civilized portion of the
Indian race.
Second, the semi-civilized, comprising tribes and bands among whose
members the work of transformation is not so marked, yet who are progr , iog in order and peace, improving in habits, and eugaging in indu trial pur, uits and largely earning and providing their own support,
an<l yet d p n<lent for their progre s upon tlrn direction, control, and
gui<lan · of th
ov rnmcnt.
Tlle third cla s are the aYage who require cou tant watchfulness to
re train them from following their savage mode of life, dependent for
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food, clothing, and other supplies upon the Government, and controlled
by the exhibition of the physical power of the Go,Ternment, idly
wanderin g upon the reservation, and when not actively oy,posing and
obstructing measures for their advancement yielding a ~ullen and unwilling response thereto.
The five civilized tribes of the Indian Territory embrace a population
of about 64,000, and the Six Nations of New York number 4,962. These
being self-sustaining, it is not necessary for the present purpose to introduce any statistics of their industrial operations.
There are also al.>0ut 19,500 Indians scattered o,Ter the puulic domain
and not living on any reservations under charge of Indian agents, thC'refore no specific information of_ their industrial pursmts is at band.
The statistics compiled from the annual reports of tlie various Unite1l
States Indian agents to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs represents
that of t he remaining 173.600 Indians under their supervision, al>out
58,000 wear citizens' clothes wholJy; that 16,477 houses are occupied
by them ; that about 25,000 can speak English with sufficient intelligence for ordinary conversation; that more than 10,500 of their children are in schools receiving educational and industrial training, for
whom 227 schools are in operation, and that over ;n,ooo families are engaged in industrial pursuits. They have cultivated over ·238,000 acres,
built over 295,000 rods of fencing, produced over 750,000 bushels of
wheat, 950,000 bushels of corn, 402,000 bushels of oats, G8,000 bushels
of barley and rye, 514,000 bushels of vegetables, and 83,000 pounds of
butter. Besides the above they have gathered for use and sale considerable quantities of wild rice, berries, herbs, furs, fish, and snake
root, etc. They have sawed .1,552,079 feet of lumber, cut 74,000 cords
of wood, and 102,000 tons of hay. They own over 392,000 l10rses, 3,000
mules, 113,000 cattle, 46,000 swine, and l, 120,000 sheep. Droughts barn
seriously affected the yield of their crops the past year.
Whilst these results are generally gratifying, they fall far short of
guarantying an early consummation of our policy of a complete Indian
civilization. And I can on1y reiterate the comdction expressed in former
reports, that the Iridian race bas reached, a crisis in its history. Surrounded on all sides by the forces of civilization; all the reservations
closed in and pressed upon by ever-increasing masses of population,
made up of impetuous, daring, and aggressive settlers, miners, ranchmen, ·and traders; with no possibility of removal to other reservations
or of escape into mountain fastnesses, the only alternative presented to
.- the Indian race is absolute extinction or a quick entrance into the pale
of American civilization.
INDIANS BECOMING INDIVIDUAL FREEHOLDERS.

The most important measure of legislation ever· enacted in tliis country affecting our Indian affairs is the general allotment law of February 8, 1887. By this Jaw every Indian, of whatever age, may secure
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title to a farm, enjoy the protection and benefits of the Ia.w, both civil·
and criminal, of tbe State or Territory in which he may reside, and be
subject to the restraints of those 1a·ws. It goes still further. Under it
the Indian, in accepting the patent for his individual holding of land,
takes with it the title to a higher estate, that of a citizen of the United
States, entitled to all the privileges and immunities of such citizenship,
and yet invested with all the lawful responsibilities of that position.
The statute is practically a general naturalization law for the American Indian, except that it is provided therein that its provisions shall
not extend to the territory occupied by the five civilized tribes and
some other advanced communities of Indians. In every other respect
the door bas been opened through which every individual Indian by
proper effort may pass from the savage life to the enjoyment of the
fruits and privileges of civilization. The first effect of this law is to
clear awa~r the legal obstructions which have heretofore hindered the
progress of many of the tribes.
The way thus opened, however, will not be without its difficulties, its
tedious progress, its slow success, its ·sufferings, disappointments, and
failures. It will be wholly unknown to many of them, and few will be
al>le to pursue the journey alone and unaided. The strongest and
most advanced among them are feeble indeed, to step from the tribal
customs and habits of the race to the individual ownership of the soil,
and the proper use of it; though many are fully persuaded that the
· conditions and requirements of the general severalty law are favorable
for their physical prosperity, moral improvement, and political advancement, they will assume them with much hesitancy and with many
misgivings. They will need constant encouragement, advice, and assistance. The pious men and women of the various religious denominations, who, with such great self-sacrifice have devoted themselves to
teaching the Christian religion to this race, will find no lack of occasion for continuing to exercise the duties and labors of their humane
calling. The philanthropists who have sought by aid and counsel to
contribute to the progress and advancement of the race, will have
ample field for endeavor in helping the Indians to a proper understanding and appreciation of their new rights and privileges and duties aR
citizens, and encouraging them in the use of the arts and in the habits
and comforts of civilized life.
But whatever difficulties and grievous cliscoura.gements may attend
the execution of the purposes of this law, it is, in my opinion, the only
escape open to these people from the dire alternative of impending extirpation.
The argument that this legislation or the measures adopted under it
shoulu be po tponed until the race by gradual process is morally and
int 11 ctually adapted to the condition of civilized society is conclusively an wered by the fact that a century of effort to so adapt them
ha produced nothing in that direction which promises any such fitness
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within a century to come. The exigencies of the age will not await
another century or even a quarter of a century of such expenditure of
effort and time with such incommensurate results.
The law requires that the allotments shall be made jointly by agents
specially appointed for that purpose and the agents in charge of the
respecthTe reservations. .As the appropriation providing for the employ- ·
ment of the special agents to aid in making the allotments did not be·
come available until July last, nothing could be done before that time
except by way of gathering information and taking preliminary action
incident to preparation for the work. Many reservations have never
been surveyed , and the corners and marks of surveys made on others
. ha,e long since been removed or obliterated.
Under the direction of the President the Department has begun the
work of making allotments to such of the following designated Indians
as are found competent, ready, and willing to take lands in severalty,
viz: To the Indians of the Sioux tribR occupying the Yankton and Lake
Traverse Reservation, in Dakota Territory, containing, respectively, 1,776
and 1,496 Indians; to the Winnebagos, 1,222 in number, on their reservation in Nebraska; to the Pottawatomies, 306, and to the Absentee
_Shawnees, about 775, a.,ll on the reservation in the Indian Territory; to
the Crows, numbering about3,000, on their own reservation in Montana
Territory; and to the Indians of eighteen different bands, numbering in
all 612, occupying the Siletz Reservation in Oregon.
So much depended upon the wise, cautious, and successful beginning
of this important work that more than usual care was exercised in
selecting the special agents required for making these allotments, in
order to secure persons capable and of good judgment, and, as far as
practicable, those who have had experience among t,h e Indian tribes and
have a general knowledge of their habits and customs. At the date of
this report the work is proceeding quietly and cautiousJy on the several
reservations, under the joint management of the local agents and the
special agents appointed to co-operate with them.
The authority of the President has also been given for making allotments to the Indians on the following-named reservations: The L'Anse
and Vieu.x de Sert and the Ontonagon Reservations in Michigan; the
· Bad River, Lac de Flambeau, Lac Court Oreilles, Red Cliff, and Fond
du Lac Reservations in Minnesota, all occupied by bands of Chippewa
Indians of Lake Superior; the Oneida Reservation in Wisconsin; the
Devil's Lake (Sioux) an_d the Ponca Reservations in Dakota; the Quapaw, Shawnee, Seneca, Wyandotte, Ottawa, and Modoc Reservations in
the Indian Territory, all under the supervision of the Quapaw Agency;
the Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita Reservation in Indian Territory; the
Jicarilla Apache Reservations in New Mexico; the San Xavier (Papago)
and Salt River Reservations in Arizona, under charge of the Pima and
Maricopa Agency; the Lapwai Reservation occupied by Nez Perce In-
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dians in Idaho Territory, and the Muckleshoot Reservation in Washington Territory.
Uponanumberofthesereservations, and also upon the Warm Springs
apd Grande l{oncte Reservations in Oregon, surveys are necessary to be
made before the lands can be allotted. This preliminary work has already been ordered and is now being executed. If satisfactory progress
in allotting lands continues to be made on the reservations where the
work is now in progress, the Department will be ready on or before the
beginning of tbe next :fiscal year to push forward the work on nearly
all of the reservations above named. Sufficient funds for the purpose
~hould be appropriated, so that such number of special agents as shall
be required may be employed.
On other reservatio;ns it will be necessary to construct means for. conveying wat~r for irrigating the soil. If such facilities-at least the main
canals and ditches-are not provided the Indians will be ahle to do little
or nothing in cultivating the soil, and no useful purpose will be accomplished in allotting such lands to them. Such work as the limited means
prov~ded for irrigating Indian lands will permit has been begun on several of the reservations. Liberai appropriations should be made by
Congress for irrigation on the reservations requiring it, some of which
can only be made productive for agricultural or grazing purposes under
management more wisely conducted than can be expected of the Indians, who have perhaps exchanged or surrendered better lands for
them, not al ways as a matter of intelligent choice.
The aim bas been to proceed with the work of allotting lands on those
reservations where the Indians have made the greatest progress and
where their disposition and general conditions promise · success in this
important movement. Many of the tribes and bands, as such, are not
favorably disposed to the provisions of the law, but among them all are
an appreciable number of individuals ready to take their lands in severalty. The benefits of -the law should not be witbhe~d from them.
They will be allowed to take allotments and accept the means and instrumentalities afforded for their material prosperity and social elevation. It is expected that their example will encourage and lead others
to do likewise.
It will not be difficult to allot lands to many of the India~s, but to·
locate and settle tl1em upon their respective allotments and to attach
and bold them each to his own homestead is a -work that will not be so
easily accomplished. For the present, care will be taken that the provisions of the law will not be forced upon any unwilling Indians; but
even tho e who are hostile to its provisions should be made, by kind,
gentle, but very firm treatment, to learn that they must not continue
to stand in the way of the accomplishment of the purposes of the law.
any of the tribes have no funds to their credit and no monev annually accruing to them under the treaties. They have no estat~e except snch a they have upon the reservation on which they reside. Such
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money as is provided by Congress for the support of this class of Indians is a gratuity. The more helpless and destiti1te provided for in
this way receive barely sufficient to prevent extreme suffering and starvation. It is very difficult to adopt a ·measure which will provide them
with simple food and clothing without, at the same time encouraging
their disposition to rely upon the Government alone for their support
and to make no exertion to improve their condition. The service should
be so conducted as to secure annually a material reduction of the es~imates for funds to be used in feeding and clothing our Indian population.
INDIAN SCHOOLS.

The report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and that of the
superintendent of Indian schools, and the statistical exhibits accompanying them, show_that there are about 40,000 children of school-age,
from six to sixteen years, among that portion of Indian population for
whose benefit the appropriations for Indian educational purposes, as far
as they will go, are sought to be expended. Schools for these to the
number of 227 have been provided, with capacity for :wcommodating
about 13,766 pupils. ·
These schools are classified as follows: 8 Industrial training schools,
provided for by special appropriations; 68 . boarding-s~hools, and 90
day schools, managed directly by the Indian Bureau, and 61 schools
managed under contracts with religious societies, of which 41 ate board. ing-scbools and 20 are day schools. The total number of scholars enrolled in these schools during the year is 14,333. The a\Yerage attendance maintained was·l0,520; the total expenditure for the same time for
all purposes in connection with ·these schools was about $1,170,000.
By a statement of Indian school statistic.:, from 1878 to 1887, inclusive-which will be found in the report of the Indian school superintendent-it appears that ten j·ears ago there were 137 schools of all
kinds provided by the Government for the Indians, with an average
attendance of about 3,500, maintained at a cost of nearly $196,000. The
same statement shows that in 1884 there were 162 schools, having ail
average a~tendance of about 6,100, for which about $650,000 was ex- .
pended.
These statistics exhibit a gratifying improvement in the Indian school
service, and show that general interest in the cause of education has
increased and is growing among the Indians.
I have no pleasure in contemplating or in stating any unpromising
features of our work among the Indians; but I am convinced that if
for their transition from the old to the better and more systematic life,
we continue to depend so full_y upon the powers of attraction, our Government will continue to be troubled with the Indian problem for an
indefinite period.
I am persuaded that the question of compulsory education of all Indian youth of the tribes and bands unde.r the care of the General Gov-
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ernment is 'YOrthy of early and serious consideration. Any movement
in this direction should have the full warrant of the law, and the methods prescribed should be wisely adopted and as nearly uniform as practicable, and should be kindly and judiciously, but firmly, enforced.
The appropriations for Indian educational purposes should be sufficient to enable the Government to discharge fully not only its treaty stipulations with the Indians, but also its moral obligations for properly
training, mentally, physically, and morally, all of the youth among
them, to the end that they may· all become self-supporting and useful
citizens.
It is essential that the various schools should be visited annuall~ bf
the Indian school superintendent, so far as practicable, in order that he
may investigate and report to the Department as to their management,
with the view of correcting any existing abuses and bringing the whole
school service to a well-ordered and more uniform system. It will require $2,000 to enable him to properly and efficiently perform the duties
of his important position. ·
EDUCATION OF INDIANS IN AL.A.SR.A..

I concur in the suggestions of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for
consolidation of the usual appropriation heretofore m_ade '' for support
of education of Indian pupils of both sexes at industrial schools in
Alaska" with the general appropriation for the educational interests of
that Territory, and that the whole be placed u~der the management of
tlie Bureau of Education in developing the public-school system which
that Bureau has undertaken to establish there for the benefit of all the
people of Alaska.
THE FIVE CIVILIZED T_;R,IBES.

The five civilized tribes of the Indian Territory represent that they
are seriously embarrassed in the development of the coal and other
mineral resources of their lands. The Cherokees, Chickasaws, and
Choctaws, and the Creeks have patents for their· lands, under which
the United States courts have held, in a case involving the Cherokee
lands, that all the estate iR in the Indian Nation, whose title is a "base,
qualified, or determinable fee, with only the possibility of reversion, and
not the right of reversion in the United States." (U. S. ·v. Reese, 5
Dillon, 405.)
These tribes are secured by treaties '' so far as may be compatible
with the Constitution of the United States and the laws made in pursuance thereof, regulating trade and intercourse with the Indian
trib~s," ''in the unrestricted right of self-government and full jurisdiction over per on and property within their respective limits," excepting per on , with th ir property, not citizens of the tribes.
Under the law ( c. 2103, Rev. Stats.) regulating the making of agreement with Indians by citizens of the United States, certain contracts
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or mining leases made by the Choctaw Indians with a corporation of
non-citizens of the tribe for mining coal, were presented, which were
held by the Attorney-General to be '' not such as may properly receive
the approval of the Department of the Interior in view of the inhibition
against the making of leases, etc., of Indian lands co11tained in section
2116, Revised Statutes."
A.s the development of the coal .and other resources of the larnl occupied by these tribes will not only contribute to their benefit, but also
to that of the surrounding country, I think such modification should be
made of existing laws as will permit them to contract for mining coal,
etc., under such proper restrictions and limitations as Congress may
deem advisable.
The arrangement made by the Cherokee Live Stock Association in
October, 1883, for the occupation of the '' Cherokee Outlet," containing
about 6,000,000 acres, for grazing purposes for the period of five years,
at $100,000 per annum, will expire in October, 1888. Upon information
which recently came to the notice of this Department that this association contemplates negotiafions with the Cherokee authorities fqr a release of those lands, I directed that the said association be informed ·
that any so-called lease or other arrangement into which they or any
other parties may enter with the Cherokee Nation for the occupation of
the Cherokee Outlet with their cattle for grazing purposes or otherwise,
will be subject to cancellation or discontinuance by the Department at
any time, whenever such action shall be considered for the best interests
of the Indians, or for auy other reasons which the Department may
deem sufficient, and that it will be subject to whatever legi:slation Congress may enact regarding that portion of the Cherokee country, as
well as any general legislation that may be had affecting the occupation of Indian lands for grazing or other purposes.
The Cherokees and some other tribes are specially named in the
general allotment act of February 8, 1887, as excepted from the operation of its provisions. These excepted tribes have large surplus lands,
and a number of them have existing arrangements for the privilege of
grazing cattle thereon, for which the Attorney-General holds there is
no warrant of law. The occupation of these lands by white men with
their cattle under so-called leases for grazing purposes, if of any present benefit to the Indians, is not conducive to their future well-being,
nor in any way promotive of the general policy of localization of ~he
individuals of the tribes upon separate allotments of lands. It is found
that the exemption of certain tribes from the operations of a law to
which the large body of Indians is made subject, is by no means helpful to tho application and enforcement of its provisions to those not so
favored. Congress should set its seal of approval or disapproval upon
the occupation of Indian lands by individuals and associations of white
men for grazing purposes, by some_ positive and definite enactment
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which will relieve this Department from all doubt as to the intention
of .the law-making power on the sabject.
Attention is invited to the recommendations and suggestions of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, urging legislation for the establishment
of United States court with civil and criminal jurisdiction over both
Indians and white people residing in the Indian Territory; also to his
statements concerning persons who have been living and are yet within
the territory of the five civilized tribes, especially among the Cherokees,
under claims to citizenship among those nations, and his views as to the
necessity for some legislation for adjusting their rights and interests.
Another important Rubject presented in his report for consideration
is that of the freedmen in the Chickasaw Nation. The matters involvell
are of great importance, and I refer to_the report itself for full information thereon.
In the fourth article of the treaty of 1852 with the Chickasaws (10
Stat., 974) provision is made for the Secretary of the Interior to· ad·
judicate, upon the principles of law and equity, the claim of the Chickasaws growing out of alleged mismanagement and disbursement of their
· funds by the Government, under treaties of 1832 and 1834, whereby
they were subjected to losses and expenses which properly should be
borne by the United States. The treaty also provides that the decision
of the Secretary of the Interior shall be fiual and conclusive on all concerned. The claim has not heretofore received final consideration,
mainly for the reason that the bead of this Department was unable to
give to it the time and attention which the intricate details involved
required. My predecessor trausmittecl the case to the Court of Claims
in 1883 for consideration and action, in accordance with the provisions
of section 2 of the act of March 3, 1883, entitled, "An act to afford
assistance and relief to Congress an<l the Executive Departments in
the investigation of claims and damages against the Government." (22
Stat., 485.)
The issues in the claim as :finally presented and considered involved
items amounting in the aggregate to $610,041.62.
A duly certified copy of the :findings of fact and opinion of tho court,
:filed April 25, 1887, in the case, was transmitted to this Department on
May 23, 1887. The following e"xtract therefrom shows the conclusion
reached by the court :

a

We conclude from our examination of the case that the fund of the Chickasaiv Na·
tion should be credited with the sum of $240,164.58. In an action between in<livid·
uals interest also would lie allowed, for the issue presented is one of unauthorized
disbnrsement by a trustee of trust funds cxpr~ssly stipulated to be held invested in
interest-bearing securities. We refrain, however, from expressing any opinion on
this subject, as the question must necessarily be ta.ken to the legislative department
of the Government, which alone bas power to grant relief, which will con ider the
equities of the ca e, and which will decide whether it is one wbereiu the doctrine
should 1,e waived that, a the sovereign does no wrong, and is ever ready and willing
to pay ju t debts, the overnment pays no interest.
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I have adopted the finding and opinion of the Court of Claims on the
case as the decision of the Department in the matter, and will present
it to Congress for the necessary action by that body.
RAILROADS, IRRIGATING CANALS, DITCHES, ETC., .AFFECTING INDIAN
RESERV.AVIONS.

Two railroad enterprises-the Washington and Idaho Railway Company and the Spokane and Palouse Railway Company-are seeking
right of way through the Creur d'.Alene Indian Reservation in Idaho
Territory. The matters were submitted to Congress at its last session
for consideration, and bills S. 3026 and 3041, respectively containing
the necessary legislative aut,hority, though passed by the Senate, failed
to become laws.
'
The first-named company subsequently appealed to the Department
to be allowed to proceed with the construction of its road under Executive authority. Whatever may be the power of the Executive over the
matter, I have not deemed it wise, under the· circumstance&, to take any
favorable action upon the request. The Indians are represented as
being favorably disposed to the building of a railroad through their
lands that will enable them more conveniently to carry their produce
to a good market.
The Department having received information that the Florence Canal
Company was about to take water from the Gila River at a point about
12 miles above tlle town of Florence, .Ariz., by means of an irrigating
canal, in such quantities as would do great injury to the Indians occupying the Pima and Maricopa Reservation, through which the Gila
River flows, and that the canal would practically destroy the farming
interests of the Indians by depriving them of neces8a-ry water for irrigaUng purposes from the only procurable source, the .Attorney-General
was reque8ted to instruct the proper United States attorney to take
stepR to protect the rights and interests of the Indians.
On the 15th July last the canal company appealed to this Department to have the United States attorney instructed not to apply for an
injunction until reasonable time is allowed the company to enter into
stipulations on the subject.
The management of the matter having been intrnsted to the United
States attorney_, it was thought best not to interfere with his proceedings, hut to defer action until a report should be made by l.Jim giving
his views and recommendations on any stipulations or arrangements
proposed by the company.
Application was made early in 1887, on behalf of persons interested
in mining op-erations in Idaho Territory, for permission to have a ditch
constructed at their expense for taking water from the Lemhi River
tbrouglJ the Lemhi Indian Reservation, tlie Indians residing thereon to
be employed in cutting- the ditch, and to have all the water needed for
INT 87-VOL 1 - 3
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irrigating their farms, the surplus, after passing the limits of the reservation, to be used for the mining interests of the promoters of the pr~iect.
The matter was laid before the honorable .Attorney-General, who held
that Congress alone had the right to grant such privileges.
Following this opinion, an application for permission to construct a
dam for mill purposes across Choteau Creek, which forms the eastern
boundary of the Yankton Indian Reservation, was denied, inasmuch as
the western abutment of the dam would be upon the reservation, and a
· small area of the land would be overflowed by its construction. Notwithstanding, it was reported that the Indians were favorable to the improvement, and that it would be of great benefit to them.
The two railroads heretofore constructed through the Fort Hall
Indian Reservation in Idaho Territory cross each other at a point des•
ignated as Pocatello Station, on the reservation, where quite a large
and constantly-increasing settlement has grown up, consisting, it i
_reported, mainly of the employes, with their families, of the railroad
companies, required for their bm,iness traffic at that point. The limiwd
area of the Pocatello Station is reported to have been long since full,
occupied, and asit is situated wholly within the reservation, the lands of
the Indians have been to a large extent encroached upon for dwelling&
and other like purposes. Measures which, however, failed to receivt
final action were presented to the last Congress for authority to nego·
tiate with the Indians for relinquishment to the United States of ad
ditional lands to accommodate the present growing necessities of tbi
place, and also for the lands use<l. as right of way and station grouud
by the Utah Northern Railway Company, whose line occupies 2,120
acres within the reservation, for which they have never made any com
pensation to the Indians.
In view of the embarrassing situation in which these matters were
left by the failure of action upon the measures presented to Congress,
the Department found it expedient and necessary, through competent
officers, an inspector of the Indian service and the local agent, to have
tlw matters fully examined, the wishes of the Indians ascertained, and
such action by them secured as would enable the Department to preisent the drafts of necessary legislation for the final action of Congress
at it approaching session.
.
'fheir report shows that the Indians consented to relinquish to the
United States 1,840 acres for additional lands for Pocatello Station, to
be surveyed, laid off into blocks and lots as a town site, and sold at
public auction to the highest bidders, or otherwise, as Congress may
direct, with favorable stipulations a to use of the proceeds for their
benefit.
For the land occupied and used by the Utah Northern Railroad Company re ' tricted to pecified Umits, according to map and plats of deft·
nit l ·ation to
b r after fil d, the Indians stipulate that $8 per acre
ball
pai t the e retary oft e Interior tor their benefit,
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These matters will be presented to Congress at an - early day, and it
is hoped that they will receive speedy and final action.
1\1.eution ·o f otl1er )Ilatten, of importance in connection with the construction, P;tc., of railroads upon Indian reservations will l.>e found iu
the repor t of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
FIN.A.NCI.AL LIABILI'.l'IES .OF

THE UNITED STATES l'O "THE INDIAN
TRIBES.

The liabilities of the United States to Indian tribes under treaty
stipulations, taking as· the basis, where no specific sums are stated iu
the treaties, the amounts appropriated last year, are as fol1ows: Permanent annuities, $349,251.98; temporary annuities for spPcific periods, $5,871,666.62; temporary annuities payable at tte plea:::;ure of
Con gress or tlie President, $1,178,010; total, $7,3R-;,928.G0.
There was on deposit in the Treasury on November I, 1886; of the
proceeds of sales of Indian lands, the sum of $7;698,334.19. From the
same source $1,642,815.91 were received during the year ending- November 1, 1887, ma.king a total of $9,341,150.10. Disbursements were made
from this f'urnl during the same period to the amount of $~46,688.27,
leaving a balance to that account on November 1, 1887, of $9,004,461.83,
of which $8,922,188.73 bear interest in lieu of investment, the rer:uait1-·
der, $172,i73.10, being available for expenditure for benefit of the Iu<lian
trjbes to whose credit it stands.
The funds belonging to Indian tribes which remain invested in State
stocks and other securities held by the Treasurer of the United States
as custodian, amount to $1, 798,016.83%, The additional sum of $84,000
is carried as invested iu bonds abstracted. The intere·s t-on the invested
funds is paid regularly only on $280,000 bonds of tbe United States
issue to the Union Pacific Railroad, and $8,350.17 Marylmnl State
stocks. On all of the balance, $1,593,666.66%, except $1,000 represented by an abstracted bond, Indiana stocks, interest is annually appropriated by Congress to the amount of $94,940. During the past
fiscal year the United States has been reimbursed to the extn1t of
$162,870 on account of such appropriations, as follows: By $'3,3io
withlrnld by the Treasurj from payments due the State of Louisia:na;
$6,000 paid by the North Carolina Railroad Company 011 certain North
Carolina State stocks; and $153,540 paid by the Nashville ancl CLattanooga Railroad Company, being unpaid interest on $512,000 Termessee
stocks already redeemed.
Portions of the State stocks held have matured, but remain unpaid as follows: Virginia, $1,000; North Carolina, $191,000; South
Carolina, $125,000; Florida, $132,000; Tennes·see, $210,666.66j; total~
$659,666.66!.
7

NOR'.I.'H CA.ROLIN.A. BONDS • .

The authorities of the St ate of North Carolina have heretofore submitted a propositiou for -e~change of the old bo.µds of that State for _
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those of a new issue, under laws for adjustment of the State debt, upon
terms that the Department did not feel authorized to accept.
More recently the authorities of that State have offered the amount
of the principal with interest to date of maturity for $147,000 of her
stock. At the same time the ])epartment had before it an offer for the
,Sarne stocl, from a private individual, to pay the principal with interest
thereon not only to maturity of bonds but to date of their delivery to
him.
Not being fully satisfied as to the best course to pursue, and as the
market value of that special Llock of bonds seemed to be improving
rather than otherwise, I have delayed action on the matter witll a view
of bringing the subject in this way to the attention of Congress, for
such legislation as that body in its wisdom may see proper to enact
An act authorizing either the Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary
of the Treasury, who would perhaps be the more proper persou, to make
such negotiations as would be .deemed best under all of the circumstances would be the wisest solution of the matter.
INDIAN FISHING PRIVILEGES.

In nine or more treaties made in 1.8 55-'56 with the various trihes in
the extreme northwestern part of the country it is provided that ''the
right of taking fish at usual and accustomed grounds and stations is
further secured to said IncUans in common with all citizens of the Territory, and of erecting temporary houses for the purpose of curing."
(12 Stat., 927-975.)
Many and serious complaints have come to the Department that the
right of taking fish at usual and accustomed grounds and stations
along the Columbia River is denied to the Indians. Investigation bas
disclosed the fact that settlers have entered and possessed the tracts
comprising the usual fishing grounds and stations nuder the land laws
of the United States, and refuse to allow the Indians to come upon
them in the pursuit of their usual means of support. In behalf of the
Yakima Indians resort was had to the supreme court of Washington
Territory in case of United States and others v. Taylor, wherein tlJe
court, in decision rendered on January 25, 1887, held that the land lawfl
of the United States '' simply authorize the appropriation l>y the settler of unappropriated lands, and only authorize the extinguisbment
of the title which the Government holds at the time of the appropriation; aud, if the land selected by the settler has at such time any servitude or ea ·ement impressed upon it, he takes subject thereto."
Thi whole ome deci ion, so eminently just, ought to go far in removing the can e of many complaiuts from the Yakima Indians, who are
mainly elf- upportiug. If they can not be secured in the enjoyment of
their tr aty right and privileges in this re pectin any otller way, it perh P'
nld be wt·ll for tb GoYernmeut to repo. ess itself of the portions
of lan l upon whi ·h tl.J er itn<l(~ or ea ment is impressed.
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The situation in this respect of the confederated tribes 11ind bands of
Indians of middle Oregon at the Warm Springs Agency is attended
with more embarrassing difficulties. They were among tbo8e to whom
were reserved and secured by treaty of ! 855 the fishery rig lit.~ ao<l prh·ileges, but a subsequent treaty made with them in 1865 cont.tins a clause
relinquishing them
a COJJSideration "of $3,500. The Imliarn~ claim
that it was never intended by them to part wholly with sn~h valuable
rights and privileges for such an inadequate sum, but that the enjoyment thereof should be regulated by permits or passes, to be issued by
their agent, to prevent them from being taken for hostiles when off of their
reservation. In support of their claim they point to the third article
of the treaty, which provides for such passes in cases when it is necessary for them to go without the reservation.
General Gibbon, commanding department of the Columbia, bas given
this matter some consideration, and thinks that the view given by the
Indians is correct; he also reports that in being debarred from procuring their usual supply of salmon, and with short crops this year, there
will be suffering among them unless they are furnished with supplies by
the Department; and he suggests as a remedy that Congress be asked
to appropriate a yearly sum for a term of years to- be expended in the
purchase of cured salmon for issue to these Indians as an indemnity for
the supply unjustly cut off from them.
The Klamath River Indians occupy a reservation in California established by Executive order of November 16, 1855. It embraces a strip
of country 1 mile in width on each side of the Klamath River, for such ·
distance from the Pacific Ocean as to include 25,000 acres of land.
The fisheries on the river have been the principal means of support for
these Indians.
The State of California having declared the Klamath River to be
navigable from its mouth to a point some distance above the reservation, certaiu white men have engaged in fishing on that stream within
the boundaries of the reservation. This the Indians regard as an invasion of their rights,and it has naturally made them uneasy. The
honorable .Attorney-General, to whom application was made for an
opinion as to the power of the Government to protect these Indians in
the enjoyment of what they claim to be "their fishing privileges" in
the Klamath H,i-ver within the limits of their reserve, holds that--

for

The Klamath River being a navigable stream, the public have the right to fish
there ancl use it in any other way that does not amount to an interruption or interference with interstate or foreign commerce or navigation, or a violation of some
law of the State of California, and that so long as the acts of persons resorting to
these waters to take fish fall short of invading the right of Congress to regulate commerce with foreign nations or among the several States, no case for federal interference can be said to exist . .

The fishery rights and privileges of these Indians is a matter of serious concern to them. The improved means and appliances employed
by white men for taking fish from the rivers place the Indians, who
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very generally adhere to their primitive methods, at great disadvantage
in pursuing this indnstry. It is the source from which many of the
Pacific coast Indians procure t,beir principal article of daily subsistence.
J.arge quantities are cured by them for winter use. It is very import ant t bat they be protected from iuvasion or obstruction of their rights
and privileges, whether they be proprietary on existing reservations or
reserved and secured by treaties to be enjoyed in con:rnon with others
within territory ceded by them to the Government, or within the public
domain. Without such protection they will be practically robbed of
the main article of their food ~mpply by being shut out from the sources
whence they have heretofore obtained it, and without which they are
likely to be impoverished and become largely a charge upon the Treas, ury of the United States for their support.
NEGOTIATIONS WITH INDIANS.

The agreements negotiated ·by the Commission appointed for that
.P urpose, under the provisions of the act providing therefor, of May 15,
1886 (24 Stat., 44), with the various tribes and bands therein mentioned,
were submitted to Congress at its last session, and will be .found in
Senate Ex. Docs. Nos. 115 and 30, respectively, Forty-ninth Congress,
second session.
,
Agreements were aliso negotiated by the Commission with the Indians
belonging to the Fort Peck, the Fort Belknap, and the Blackfeet Agencies, in Northern Montana, for cession of about 17,500,000 acres ofterritory, leaving about 4,151,000 acres to be divide;d into· three ~eparatie
reservations of sufficient area to meet the wants of the Indians now inhabiting that portion of the large reservation in Northern Montana.
The compensation agreed upon for the land proposed to be ceded by
this agreement is $4,300,000, to be appropriated in ten annual install·
ments, as follows: $165,000 for the lndians of the Fort Peck Ageucy,
$115,000 for those of the Fort Belknap Agency, and $150,000 for those
of the Fort Berthold Agency. It is also agreed that these installments
of money, amounting annually to $430,000, shall be expended for cows
and other stock, goods, clothing, subsistence, and in such other manner
as will promote their civilization and future well-being.
The Commission also negotiated agreements with 1he Upper and
Middle bands of Spokane and the Pend d'Oreilles Indians, in Washing·
ton Territory, with the Creur d'Alene Indians, the Flatllead, Pend
d'Oreilles, and Kootenai Indians, occupying the Jocko Reservation in
Montana, all of which are now under consideration by the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, in whose report will be found mention of the general
provi ions thereof.
A a ummary of the labors of the Commission it is estimated that
the agre ment negotiated provide for cession to tho United States by
the Indian of nearly 22,000,000 acres of territory, besides the surren·
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derby certain tribes of claims to large areas of territory, the quantities aud limits of which are rather indefinite and undefined. For the
lands ceded and the claims covered by the negotiations, the total
money obligation involved amounts to about $5,300,000. This includes the claims of Indians growing out of construction of dams and
reservoirs at head waters of the Mississippi River.
The provision of law under which the work of the Commission bas
been prosecuted designates the Indians with whom the negotiations
were to be conducted; and it also provides that ''no agreement made
shall take effect until ratified by Congress." Such of them as have not
already been laid before Congress will receive early consideration and
be presented for submission to that body.
UM.A.TILL.A., WALL.A. WALLA, AND CAYUSE INDIANS.

The Commission appointed under the act of March 3, 1885, for the
purpost>s there1n required, has made its report, showing that the Umatilla, Walla Walla, and Cayuse Indians of Oregon have consented to
the provisions of the law for diminishing the area of their reservation,
taking lands in severalty, and for sale vf their surplus lands for their
benefit. · They took a census of the Indians, reporting the whole number to be 986, of whom 845 were entitled to allotments, the remaining
141 being the wives of Indians, heads of families, and not entitled to
allotments. They determined and set apart a diminished reservation
embracing an area of 119:864 acres, for agricultural, pasture, timber,
and scbool-farm lands for the Indians.
The surveys necessary to be made for the purposes of making the allotments and for sale of the surplus lands are now in progress.
'l'HE AP ACHES OF ARIZONA.

The very general quiet which prevailed among the Indians of Arizona
W}ts bro'ken only once during the year, and then by a small number of

those under the San Carlos Agency, who, as the result of internal
troubles 1 left the White Mountain Reservation, and created by their conduct some alarm among the white populati~n near by. The prompt
and effective movement of the military forced them to speedily return
to the reservation, where the lawless ones are reported to have been arrested for trial, which will no doubt result in punishment and discipline
for their bad behavior.
This Department bas now under consideration a report setting out
the views of 'General Miles, commanding the Department of Arizona,
. favoring the removal of several bands of the Apache Indians now on
the White Mountain Reservat10n to other points in the Territory. This
he thinks will be best for the Indians and the peace of the Territory.
One of tlie points designated for such occupation iR the Verde military
reservation, said to be in the midst of one of the most populous and
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prosperous agricultural a1)d grazing districts iu the Territory. Strong
and vigorous protests have been presented by many of the settlers and
9n their behalf by ttbe governor of the Territory against the proposed
transfer and location in their midst of from 1,000 to 1,200 uncivilized
Indians. The Indians were gather d upon their present reservation at
great expense, and in purstrnnce of a policy then considered best for
their proper management an<l advancement. To again scatter the
various bands to different localities involves tbe establishment of several more agencies, the mainteuance of which would no doubt considerably increase the expenditure of the Indian service in that locality. In
view of tbese things, I have not felt satisfied to take any final action
upon the proposition until I could gather such information through
official reports from the representatives of this Department as will
~nable me to fu1ly consider every phase of the subject~
Those Apaches, brought fr:om Arizona and held for a time at Fort
Marion, Fla., with the exception of children of suitable age sent to the
Carlisle Training School, have during the year been removed by the
War Department to the more suitable and commodious military reservation at Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., wherr, they, and also those in
confinement at Fort Pickens, Fla., are reported to be in general good
health, contented, and well disposed. Ramoun, a Cbiricahua, among
those at Mount Vernon, because of bad conduct, the result of drinking
whisky, was, with his wife, transferred to Fort Pickens.
NAVA.JO TROUBLES ON. THE SAN JUAN RIVER.

The presence of a few settlers who had located immediately south of
the San Juan River, in New Mexico, remaining ther~ after the land bad
been again made a part of the Navajo Reservation by Executive order of
April 24, 1886, continued to cau~e so·me disquiet among the Indians in
that locality. Their removal was suggested by the Indian Bureau and
repeatedly urged by the 1ocal military commander, as a measure necessary for the pre8ervation of good order. As inchoate rights of settlers
bad attached to the lands upon which they had located, the Department declined to sanction any proceedings for their removal until it was
again strongly urged by Colonel Grierson as the only safe, proper, and
effective measure by which peace could be permanently maintained and
security given to life and property in that locality.
That officer recently reported that the settlers ha<l been peaceably
removed and the Navajoes quietly placed in possession of the lands
occupied by them.
The ettlers who iu good faith located and made valuable improvements upon the lands an<l. who have been compelled for the public good
t abandon them, should be fully in<l.emnified for the losses thus snst in d. T o bi , b wever, it will be nece sary for Cungres8 to grant
the authority and mak a ufficient appropriation for the purpose.
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UTE INDIANS UNDER COLOROW.

A small band of Ute In,dians, numbering about sixty souls, under Colorow, with Chepeta, the widow of Ouray, a former friendly Ute chief,
have been for some time past roaming in the northwestern part of
Colorado and pasturing their flocks and herds on that portiou of the
public domain formerly the home of the tribe, and for which Colorow
and bis followers have a strong attachment. Though these luclians
were peaceably disposed their presence there was reported to be the
cause of some annoyance to settlers, but more particularly to the owners
of stock cattle, and those employed with the large flocks and herds also
grazing upon these public lands.
,
The ugent for the Ute Indians was instructP,d to require the absent
Indians to go to and remain upon · the reservation; and in order that
want of knowledge of the location of the dividing line between the reservation iu Utah Territory and the State of Colorado might not be an
excuse for again leaving their reserve, the Secretary of War was
quested to detail a competent military officer to plainly mark the
boundary.
While these matters were receiving attention and the necessary correspondence, there arose-in ..Augu&t last-considerable excitement in
the vicinity of the town of Meeker, in Garfield County, Colo. The United
States marshal telegraphed from Denver on the 17th that the Ute Jndians
were on the war-path, and requested that the War Department be asked
to send troops. Senator Teller, my immediate predecessor in this Department, telegraphed from the same point on the 29th that the '' Ouray
Ute llldians iu Uoloradp ought to be compelled to return to their reservation. lf they do not there will be trouble." In the mean tim~ it was
published in the press that the governor of Oolorado bad ordered the
militia of the State to the scene of trouble, and that he had also
.called upon General Orook, commanding a military department, for
the aid of Ui;iited States troops. No other or regular application for
such aid had come to the knowledge of this Department, which, however,
communicated such information as it had to the Secrntary of War on
August 20, and requested that he have the troops, if furnished, while
in the locality use all proper means to induce the Indians to go to and
remain upou their reservation.
A request for troops, telegraphed on 24th of August to this Department by Governor Adams, was received on the following day, and he
was immediately informed in reply that the President did not consider
that any case had been presented under the Constitution and laws justifying the employment of United States troops in Colorado; the belief
was also expressed that Colorow and bis followers could be induced to
return to their reservation if the hostile demonstrations against him
were suspended, and he assured against attack; and further, that such
line of action, if concurred in by the governor, would be entered upon
by the Government.
·

re-
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On the same day Governor Adams telegraphed to the Department
that Co1orow ha<l signi:fi.e<l his desire for a conference, and for that purpose he would start that night for Gar:fi.eld Oounty, expressing his desire to get the Indians ont of the State peaceably, and asking that the
of1icers at Fort Du Uhesne be ordered to tlrn scene of trouble to meet
him. Upon the belief that this dispatcb, received on the following day,
iIHlicated the adoption of the line of action suggested in the telegram
S('nt to the governor, be was at once informed by wire that, by direction
of the President, Agent Byrnes and General Crook would be instructed
to meet and confer with him in reference to Colorow's peaceable return
to t,be reservation. 'rhe officers na.med were instructed accor<lingly.
Upon receipt of official information of the seizure by Major Leslie of
300 hea<l of Indian horses, which ~e had corraled at Rangely, to be
.held until certain Indians were delivered to him, Acting Secretary
Muldrow, on August 30, telegraphed the governor, by direction of the
President, the request that he would take all proper measures to deliver
the horses to Agent Byrnes, who was directed to take charge of the same
as soon as ,1rrangements for their delivery bad been made. The governor was also asked to co-operate with the agent in collecting the sheep,
goats, and other property of the Indians, with the view of restoring tl.Je
same to them on the reservation. The agent was instructed how to
proceed in these matters, and was also directed to remove from the
reservation, in pursuance o( statute, all persons found therein contrary
to law, and to prevent any unlawful encroachments or entries thereon
for any purpose, and to call on the military for aid if necessary. Be
was also informed thap the civil authorities of OolQraclo, and those acting with them, must proceed in the manner provided by law for the enforcement of any process issued by State authority, and that the Government would, if the emergency arose, assist them in orderly and lawful efforts to enforco such process.
I condense the following as the substance of the official reports made
on this matter by General George Crook, and of the United StateR Indian agent for the Uintah and Ouray (consolidated) Agency: The origin
of the excitement was the attempt of the State authorities to enforce
the State game and other laws against the Indians, who were surprised
and alarmed by the methods employed by a game warden and tb_e
sheriff' to arrest several of their .number under State process for violation of its laws. The Indians, alarmed and evading arrest, were pursued by the sheriff with his poF:se, subsequently joined and supported
by the State militia. Such a procedure was well calculated to precipitate not only resistance, but an outbreak by uncivilized Indians ignorant of the laws governing civilized communities, and wholly unacquainted with the methods employed for enforcing them. They were
able to compreb nu neither the meaning of a warrant nor the authority
of the heriff. Wor e than all, the lndians, who bad acted entirely on
the defen ive all the time, avoiding hostilities, and who in a parley bad
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gin'n assnrances that they were going to their reservation as fast as
po:.sible in obedience to the instructions of their agent, and had received
assurances from those pursuing them that they would not be molested,
were attacked in their camp near the border of their reservation while
t!Jey were quietly cooking breakfast in the midst of their wives and
cliildren, were driven from their supplies of dried meat, robes, and
peltries, their horses, cattle, sheep, and goats were appropriated or
scattered, and only a small portion of them have since been restored to
tbe Indians.
The itemized claims prepared upon statements and evidence of these
Indians at the agency, and recently received from oue of the United
States Indian inspectors, for property which they were forced to ahaudon or which was taken from them while fleeing to the reservation, and
which bas ·not been restored to them, aggregate the sum of $32,050.25.
The casualties, all told, so far as the Indians are concerned, were five
men, women, and children killed, and seven seriously wounded.
THE JiCARILLA AP ACHES . .

The removal of the Jicarilla Apaches from their reservation in northwestern part of the Territory of New Mexico to the Mescalero Apache
Heservation in southern part of the same Territory, which took place in
1883, has not proved to be beneficial to either band. Tbe Jicarilias
complained that the new location afforded them no advantages for im1n·oving their condition, as all land fit for cultivation was already taken
or claimed by the prior occupants of the reservation. A few of them i u
1885 wandered back to the locality of their former reservation, with the
expressed determination to seek individual homes upon the land from
wllich they had been moved. During the next year a larger number
followed, and when overtaken by the military to be turned back they
begged to be permitted to go where they could make homes for themselves. They were allowed to proceed, and they gathered near Amargo,
N. Mex., where a tract of land was withdrawn from the public domain.
by E xecutive order of February 11, 1887, with the view of affording
tltem the necessary protection, and aiding them, as far as practicable, in securing individual homesteads in the locality of their own
selection. The remainder of the band has since gone upon this new
reservation . The lands are being surveyed, and as soon as this· necessary work is completed allotments will be made to the Indians under
the general law providing therefor.
MISSION INDIANS ·IN CALIFORNIA.,

Immeuiately after the close of the last session of Congress, which
failed to take final action on the bill pending for relief of tbe Mission
Indians in California, instructions were given for removal of all trespassers, with their movable property, from the reservation occupied by
those Indians. Proper notice and time were given to enable the persons
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affected to .adjust their affairs. The Department is informed that their
removal lrns been accomplished. The claims of some of these persons
classed as intruders are probably entitled to consideration, but no law
having been provided by Congress for this purpose, and it being imperative 011 tue Department, it was deemed unwise to further delay
the action indicated. Congress will, no doubt, upon proper presentation of the cases, provide for the adjustment of any equitable claims
which the ejected parties may have, by reason of their removal from
the reservation.
ROUND VALLEY RESERVA1'ION IN CALIFORNIA.

As the bill proposed by tbe Department and presented to the last Oongress for extinguishing all bona fide claims of white men to land within
the Round Valley Indiau Reservation in Cc1lifornia, with the view of
clearing it of all intmders and other hinderance to allotment of the land
in severalty to the Indians, for whom it was created, failed to become a
law, steps were immediately taken to do whatever might be found in
the po~er of the executive branch of the Government, to remove, as far
as possible, the evils complained of; and the aid of the Departmeut of
Justic~ and of the War Department by the military force was invoked
to secure obedience to the orders of this Department, for persons unlawfully upon the reservation to remove therefrom with their property,
and for those having a legal sta tus thereon to confine themselves within
the limits of the laud to wbich t,hey were entitled.
While pn'paring this 1eport information is received by telegraph tha.t
the agent lrns been required by the superior court of Sonoma Oounty,
Calif'oruia, to appear au<l show cause why he should not lJe restrained
from executing tlJe order for removal of certain persons from the reservation.
It is not at this time knowu how far the measures adopted by this
Department will succeed in clearing the reservation of those who have
110 legal right to remain within its limits.
Some action by Congress on
the subject, however, is required, and tbe foregoing report shows clearly
the character of legislation ueeded and the urgent necessity therefor.
CHEROKEES OF NORTH CAROLINA.

The treaty of 1835 with the Cherokee Indians, provifling for their
removal west of tbe Mississippi, allowed those desiring to remain and
become citizens of the States in which they resided, to do :so. A portion of tho e who elected to remain are located i u the western part of
North Carolina. Tbe_y have some land interest and also a small sum of
m o y held by the Government, the expenditure of which is by law
confined to their educational and agricultural interests.
By an act of July 27, 1868, it is providedThat li r after the Secretary of the Interior shall cause the Commissioner of Indian
Affair to take t he sam opervisory charge of the Eastern or North Carolina. Cherokees as of other tribes of Indians.
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An agent provided for by law resides among them. They asserted
a claim to an interest in the lands and trust funds of 1he Cherokee Na
tion, which was referred by Congress to the Court of Claims, from
which it was appealed to toe Supreme Oourt of the United States,
where, in a decision adverse to them, the court held thatThe number that remained was between 1,100 and 1,200. They were without orgauizatiou or a collective name. They ceased to be a part of the Cherokee Nation, and
henceforth they became citizens of and were subject to the laws of the State in which
they resided. * * * The Cherokees of North Carolina dissolved their connection
with the nation when they refused to accompany the body of it on its removal, and
they have had no i:;eparate political organization since. Whatever union phey have
ba<l among themselves bas been merely a social or business one. I£ was formed in
1868, at the suggestion of an officer of the Indian Office, for the purpose of enabling
them to transact business with the Government with greater convenience. Although
its articles are clmwn ih the form of a constitution for a separate civil government,
they have never beeu recognized as a separate nation by the United States; no treaty
has llCeu made with them; they can pass no laws; they are citjzens of that State
and bound by its laws. (U.S. Rep., 117, pages 303 and 309.)

Tbe Assistant Attorney-General for this Department,. in a report of
April rn, 1887, reviewing the treaties, laws, and decisions affecting
_these Indians, remarked as follows:
WLile the above quoted decision of the United States Supreme Court does not formally declare unconstitutional said act of Congress, which directs the Secretary of
tho Interior to "cause the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to take the same supervi~ory charge of said Eastern Cherokees as of other tribes of Indians," said decision
does, nevertheless, seemingly assign to said Indians a legal status wholly incompatible with that in which said act of Congress would place them.
Hitherto this Department in its dealings with said Indians appears to have
fo11-owed saiil act of Congress. But I am unable to reconcile either the provisions of
said act, or the precede,nts of' the Department, with the aforesaid adjudication of
our higbest court.

I 11 view of the status of these people, as defined in the decision of
the Supreme Uourt of the United States, it is apparent that very little, ·
if au)·thing, cau be done by this Department toward a proper administration of their affairs or regulation of their conduct, and therefore the repeal of the law of 1868, providing for supervisory charge over them by
tbe Uommissiouer of lndian .Affairs, is suggested for the consideration
of the Congress, with the view to the discontinuance of the agency now
maintained for them. If this is done the balance of the fund, about
$30,000, rem~ining to their credit should be distributed pro rata among
them, or otherwise expended for their benefit as Congress may direct.
They possess some real estate. where they now live, the title to which
for some time past has been in an unsatisfactory condition. Recent
action, however, taken by the Department of Justice gives some promise
of a satisfactory adjustment of an award whieh was confirmed antl made
the decisiou of the TI nited States court f~r the western district ol
North Carolina, iu Novembe~, 1874, affirming the right and title of the
Indians to the lauJ.
Special reference is made to the report of the Commissioner of Indian
.Affairs for furt4er an<l more detailed information re~arding these people-
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INSPECTION OF THE INDIAN SERVICE.

Tlle condition of the Indians and the affairs of tbe various agencies,
with three exceptions, have been th9roughly investigated by the Indian
inspectors during the year. The Colorado River Age11cy in Arizoua,
the Hoopa Valley Agency in California, and the Klamath Agency in
Oregon could uot be reached readily at the time the inspectors ordered
there we;re in the localities. rrhese. will be inspected at an early date.
Of the 61 agencies and 11 industrial training-schools not on reservations, 28 .were inspected twice, 7 three times, and 1 four times during
the year.
The inspectors have made 212 reports, through tlie means of which the
Department has been kept very fully ad vised of the rieeds of the service.
METLAKAH'l'LA INDIANS.

Application was made to this Department in February last, by Rev.
William Duncan and Mr. H. S. Wellcome, on behalf of a colony of
Indians residing at Metlakahtla, in the Northwest Territory of British
Columbia, for the privilege of removing to Alaska, and there taking
u1J lan<ls as a colony of emigrants, upon a reservation to be set aside
for them by the Executive, upon wliich they might secure such rights as
are permitted to residents of that Territory. They are represented as
self-supporting and well advanced in civilization; but the manner of
their treatment has made them dissatisfied with their location.
The matter was carefully considered by this Department and by the
Department of Justice, and the conclusion was reached that the power
to give these Indians lands in Alaska does not rest in the Executive,
and that the relief they ask must be sought at the bands of Congress.
From recent information through the public press it is learned that the
Indians have commenced to remove to Alaska., and are locating at a
point called Port Chester.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
Salaries:
Appropriated ...•·........ __ .•• ••.......••••••.••••........•••... ·..••.
Ex pended .......•......••... _. _. _... __ .•.....•.• ________ . ____ •. _. __ ..

$93, 770.68
90,986.64

---- ---- ·----· ........................ ----- ............. ---· ---- ......... ..

2,7d4.04

Balance

Stalt.1nent of expenditureB for the Indian Bervice during the Ji.Beal year ended Ju11e 30, 1887.

Balanc remaining on harnl June 30, 1886, of permanent funds appropriated in pr vious years for fulfillment of treaties and for miscellaneous objects; also of interest on trnst funds, and proceeds of sales
of ludian land not b<>aring int.ere!'lt, and available for expenditure .. $1, 3:37, 768. 21
Amount appropriated for the Indian service for the fiscal year ended
J uu 30, 1 , by act of May 15, 1886 . ___ .• _••. _.•• _______________ . 5 1 561, 262. 84
Amoun ccrued during said fi cal year on account of trost-fnnd int r t, pro· 1 of Inclian lands not bearing interest and available
for xp ncliturc, Irulian mon ys, etc ........ _.....••..••••..... ____
970,218.42
Total amoant available ••••••••.••••••••••• _. ___ • _•• ___ .• ___ ••

7, 86!), 249. 47
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Amount, expended during the fiscal year ended June 30,
1857 ...•... .... . .. ................ .................. $5,596,324. 4J
Estimated amonnt required to pay indebtedness incurred
prior to June 30, 1887 .......... .... .. ..•.. •• .••• • -- .
400,000.00
Balance on hand June 30, 1887 ...... _...... ............ •.. • .• . .
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5,996,324.43
1,872,925.04

Of this balance the sum of $1,725,445.28 represents an aggregate of
permanent funds for fulfillment of treaties, etc., and available for current fiscal year; the· remainder, $147,479.76, is subject to be carried to
the surplus fund as required by law.
PENSIONS.
The report of the Commissioner of Pensions presented herewith, discloses a very satisfactory condition of affairs in the management of that
Bureau, and evidences a greatly increased efficiency, and shows a diminished expenditure, i. e., while the payments have increased, and
while the volume of work has been greatly enlarged, the expenses
thereof have been diminished, clerk-hire has been less, and all the incidental expenses have been decreased, while the number of pensions
allowed has been increased. It also appears that the average annual
value thereof ha~ beeu added to.
I desire to call attention particularly to the suggestions of the Commissioner for additional legislation. Conforming to those suggestions
will, in my judgment, tend to the harmonious and equitable administratiou of tlle laws now governing the granting of pensions, and wi11
remove many of the inconsistencies and incongruities of existing law,
and very many of the p1:·esent causes of complaint.
In addition to the suggestions made by the Commissioner of Pensions,_
my attention has been called to the fact that, under existing laws, dependent orphan cllildren of deceased _soldiers, who may be entitled to
pension, can not l.iave such pension continued beyond the age of sixteen,
regardless of their physical or mental condition. · There are a few instances in which such children are (physically and mentally) utterly
incapacitated for earning their own, livelihood, and in instances where
it is made clearly to appear that the condition of mentai imbecility or
insanity, or . such feebleness of mind or body, exists as to make these
children utterly helpless for earning their own livelihood, it seems right
that pension should be continued to them for a longer period.
The comparisons instituted in the report of the Commissioner of
Pensions with the pension laws and systems of other modern powers
tend to show with unmistakable clearness, first, the liberality of the
Government of the United States in dealing with its pensioners, far ·
exceeding in general allowance and in the aggregrate the amounts paid ·
out by tlie Governments of other lands to their pensioners; and in the
next place, showing that in our American system comparatively few
distinctions are made on account of rank as compared with the dis-·
tinctions m~de on this ~tccount in the other systems. There prevails in
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the system of pension laws of this country the great democratic iclea
of equality of man, and pensions are issued rather on the ground of in,
di vi dual disablement than on account of the rank previously borue in
the military service. Such distinctions are still maintairn·d, it is f nw,
but they are slight as compared with those maintained iu other
countries.
The estimates for appropriations made by the Commissioner of Pensions, and submitted through this Department and the Treasury, I havt•
examined critically and believe that they are trained with due regard
to economy and to tue needs of the service. I respectfully suggest that
they may be made wjtbout curtailment. They evince a careful study
of the needs of the pension system, the probable outlay for the ensuing year, and the cost of the Bureau in all its details.
In addition to the recommendation of the Commissioner of Pensions,
I would suggest that widows ·who may remarry, and who m3y subsequently become widows, or be divorced without fault upon their part.,
sl1ould have their pensions revivecl to them for the period of such second
widowhood.
As the chief of this Bureau is a soldier distinguished for bis gallant
serYices and sufferings in the cause of the Union, I baYe confided to
him the exclusive management thereof, and although his policy bas at
all times had my approval, to him is due the credit for the success
which has marked its atlministration.
• BO.A.RD OF PENSION APPEALS,

Tlle appeals to the Secretary of tlie Interior of pension claimants dissatisfied with the a<ljudicat.ions of the Bureau of Pensions have increased year oy year, as follows:

4791 For 1885 .•.•...•.....•........• - - ·

For 1881. - - - - - - - - - .. .......... ~...
For 1882...... ...... ... ... .... .• .•
513
For 1883. - - - . - ....... . ............ 1, 0!)7
For 1884 ...... ---- .......•.•.. ____ 2,148

2, 7oo
}°'Qr 1886 ...............•.•.. ·· ···· 2, 874
And thet·e were pending on the 1st
of January, 1887 ...... ....• . -··· 3,89 4

rrhis rapid accumulation led to the employment under the authority
of Congress of a board of pension appeals, consisting of three person~,
whose duty was to exa,mine all appE:als in pension cases, and to submit
the re ult in each case in the form of a written opinion to the Secretary,
which, if approvctl and signed by him, became the decision of the Department and the final action in tl1e cl aim. It was soon found, bow
ever, impossible even for this board to keep pace with this rapidly
growing bu iness, and Congress accordingly, upon the recommendation
of the Sc,cretary of the Interior, iu tbe appropriation act of Ju!y 31,
1 6, provided f'or the appointment of si.x additional persons to be appointed. hy him, and from whom he wa, authorized to constitute two
addi ional boards of pen ion appeal .
In the month of October, 1 86, the board of pension appeals was
r' r aniz d upon a plau ·et forth in the order of the Secretary. Under
thi · lan f orgauiz tiou, th ugL. the work wa much au vauced it was
f.uuucl th t v n ,; ith lJi iucr a ' e of fore it was impossible' to do
u h
r tha to k p pace with the new ca e of appe~l, ·so that but
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little impression was made in reducing the mass of accumulated busi·
ness. Congress again provided for an additional increase of three
members of said board in the act appr9ved March 3, 1887, who were
duly appointed, organized in to a fourth board, and ·entered upon the
performance of their duties during the· month of July, 1887.
Since that time the work bas been pushed forward as rapidly as was
consistent with a careful and proper consideration of the claims pre·
sented on a ppeal. Most gratifying results have been accomplished,
and at the present time the accumulations of past years have been
practically disposed .of, and the current appeals are now being decided
as rapidly as the claims can be prepared and sent up from the Pen·
sion Office to this Department.
The following is a statement showing disposition of pension claims
by the Department of the Interior from July 1, 1886, to November 1,
1887:
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RECAPI'rULATION.
Appeals pending J uly 1, 1886] .... . ......... . .. • •• .' •.•...•••....••.....•.•.•.••••••••••••••• 3,266
.Appeals filed from July 1, 1886, to Nov.1, 1887 .•••••....•.••• •.••••••..••••••••••••••••••••• 2,958

=-:-

•.rotal ....• . . .. •• ... ..• •. . . ... . . .••. .. .• . . .•.........••.••••••.••••. ·.•••••••••••.•••••
6,219
Appeals wherein Pension Office was susta.ined .•.••.. : •••• . •••••.•••••••.•••.••..•••.••••• a, 729
Appcali! wherein Pension Office was r ever sed .. ........ . ................................... 236
Appeals wherein action was reconsidered by P ension Office ..•.•••.•••••••••.•••••••.••••• 1, 181

!ti~:t: di~::it::::i~:::: ::::::::: :::::: ::: :: :::: :::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ·: .... ... . 1::

=-:-

5, 28~

ApKeals l)ending Nov. 1, 1887.. .... ... . .. ..••••..•••• .. • • •••••• •••••• •••••• .••. •••••• .•••••
A p peals led from N ov. I t o Nov.19, 1887, inclusive.......... . ..................................

98Q
8~

App eals disposed of from Nov. 1 to Nov.19, inclusive .••• •••••••••••••••• u""--······~~······ .. .

1,014
408

T otal . •. ••• .••..• . ....•••••....•.•••••.•••.•••..•••••

-v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total number of appeals pending Nov. 19, 1887 .. . ............ ........ . _ ... . ........ . ....... ~
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The nominal balance of 606 appeal13 now pending before the Department is merely technical, and does not express the act ual number of
appeal cases which can be acted upon by the Department at the present
time. They are simply appeals remaining upon the docket of the Department, although they are not actually in a condition to be finally
acted upon and determined, but are under re-examination by a board
of re-review in the Pension Office.
I submit herewith a letter from the Assistant Secretary of the De-·
partment, proposing certain changes in the legislation now covering
this branch of public business, which I recommend, to your special consideration.
For the present very gratifying condition of the work of the Board
of Pension Appeals especial commendation is due to Assistant Secretary Hawkins, who ha~ had the sole charge of this entire business.
THE PATENT OFFICE.
The Commissioner of Patents urgently renews the recommendation of
his predecessor that the Patent Office be furnished with more rooms
and greater facilities, and that the model hall and library rooms be restored and repaired. It is the opinion of those most conversant with
the sul•ject that the loss of time and convenience to the office force due
to the present arrangement of rooms~the inconveniences, discomforts,
and lack of facilities, and the remoteness of divisions from each other,
etc.-if properly economized and applied, would furnish a sum sufficient
to pay for the rental of a building adequate to the needs of the Bureau
in this city.
In a letter to me, dated September 1, 1887, the Commissioner says:
I regret to be compelled to report a serious defalcation in the office of the financial
clerk of this Bureau when it was in charge of the late Mr. Levi Bacon. His death,
which occurred on the 22d of June, 1887, necessitated a settlement of his accounts,
and an investigation disclosed the fact that there existed a shortage of $31,091.61.
As against this deficiency there were found due 'bills, miscellaneous memoranda, etc.,
where Mr. Bacon had advanced and loaned the public money, amounting to $15,011.01,
leaving net cash unaccounted for $16.080.60. Of this latter fund ($16,080.60) the
!"Um of $11,525.60 is public money belonging to the revenues of the office. The re·
mainder, $4,555, belongs to the attorneys' fund, made up of deposits with the finaucial clel'k from time to time by attorneys to meet the charges and fees they are roquired to pay in their business transactions with the office. It will be observed that
this shortage of $16,080.60 will be increased to the extent that the aggregate of the
dne bills and miscellaneous items falls short of collection. Thus:
The total shortage is :
Actual ca h unaccounted for ...••.....•.•••••.........•..•............. $16,080.60
Represented in due bills, etc ..••...••...••....•••.....•............... ~- 15,011.01
31,091,61

From the aggregate of these due bills, etc., there has since been collected
the sum of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • . • • . . .

8, 668. 80

L aving the present deficiency...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22, 422, t;l
Th r i rea ·on io l>eli ve that bomething more will yet be collected upon the _e due
bill I etc., hnt, no timate can b made of the amount,
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The following statements exhibit in detail the business of the ·office
for the fiscal year endillg June 30, 1887:
35,434

Number of applications for patents .........•.....•..•••••••••• ·••••·
Number of applications for design patents ........•.•••••..••• - - ••••.
Number of applications for reissue patents ....••..••...•••...•••.••..
Number of applicatfons for registration of trade.marks ..•....•••••..
Number of applications for registration oflabels ...•... : . •.•.•.••••• ~.
Number of caveats ...•...............................••• ·••••· ·••••·

.797
150
1,270
757
2,616

Total ..................•.....••.............•..•.• - - . - - - • · • - •.

41,024

Number of patents granted, including reissues and designs ...•••...••
Number of trade-marks registered ..••....•..••.........•••.•.•...•..
Number of labels registered .••.••..•••......•..........•••••••..••..

21,732
1,101
384

Total .............••...•........•••.•••••....•....•...... _-....

-----· 23,217

Number of patents withheld for non-payment of final fees ......••....
Number of patents expired .........••.........••.••••. ···· : · ••••.•..

3,115
12,782

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES.

Receipts from all sources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . • • • • . $1, 150, 046. 05
Expenditures (including printing and binding and contingent expenses) ................................................ , . . . . . . • . . . •
981, 644. 09
Surplus .••.............. _•...••...••••.....•...........•..••..

168,401.96

BALANCE IN THE TREASURY OF THE UNITED STATES ON ACCOUNT OF PATENT FUND.

June 30, 1886 ....•....•.•..•...••••••.. ·.••.•.•••••..•••..•.•••...••• $3,000,000.00
June 30, 1887. .••••• •.•. .... ...... .... ..•••• •••••• .••••. ..••.. .•••••
168,401.96
Total ..••.....•• ~ ...•....................· . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

3, 168, 401. 96

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT.

Receipts.
June 30,
,June 30,
June 30,
June 30,

1884 ....•.. .. ..•.•.. .. . ....•.............•.... . .......•..•.•. .
1885 ..•.••.....••••................•...•..........•......•••..
1886 ............. , ..... . ......•..................•.•.•....•••.
1887 ....•..•.•.............•....................•.......•.....

$1, 145, 533. 10
J, 074, 974. 35

], 206, ]67. 80
l, 150 0-16. OJ

Expenditures.
$913, 345. 93

970,277.58
991,829. 41
981,644.09

The Commissioner calls attention to a typographical error on page 4
of the printed record for the last fiscal year. Under the lleading '' Receipts aud Expenditures," the receipts should read $1,206,ln7.80, in·
stead of $1,200,167.80, an<l the expenditures should read. $U92,249.63,
instead of $882,249.63.
The apparent discrepancy in the expenditures for the year 1885-'86,
above stated, viz .................. _...... - . . . . . . . . . . . .. $U92,249.63
and ..... ..... ~·"··· ·· ······~···· ·····················
091,829.41
420.22
is accounted for in the fact that certain salari es on account of promo·
tions were refunded, the same baYiug beeu <lisallowed uy the Treasury
Department.
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RAILROADS.
The report of the Commissioner of Railroads and the accompanying
rep<,rt of the railroad engmeer of his office, herewith transmitted, state
in detail the financial condition and material facts relative to the several railroads aided by -the Government. The Commissioner's report
embraces twenty-three railroads subsidized or aided by land grants.
The engineer reports the roads examined to be in good condition and
advancing in improvements.
THE UNION PACIFIC SYSTEM.

The Union Pacific Railway Company embraces the Union Pacific, the
Kansas Pacific, and the Denver Pacific Companies. The total length of
this system of roads, with its branches, is 4,594.40 miles. The company
bas expended the past year $816,211 on rails, ties, and bridges. At the
end of the year the company owned 351 locomotives, 300 passenger
cars, and 5,250 freight cars. The sum of $23,328,760 has been received
from sales of granted lands, and at the close of the last calendar year
the company still had on band unsold 7,059,207 acres, valued at $14,004,270. Its total debt on December 31, 1886, was $159,499,747.31 , and
its capital stock $60,868,500. Its assets were $257,592,821.23. The
unpaid subsidy bonds amount to $33,539,512, and interest paid by th
Government to $38,130,481.02, aggregating a liability to the Government of $71,669,993.02.
Union Division,
Total earnings .•••••••••••••••••• __ • _. _
'l'otal AXpenses ....•• _•.••••. _. _•••••••••..•••••.•.••••••••• •••

$12, 223, 181. 81
V,475, 598.39

0. _

••••••••

_

•••••••••••

Net earnings .•••••••••••.••• _•..• _•••••••• _••••••••••••••...

2,747,583.42

Kansas Division:
'l'otal earnings .••••.••••••.••••..•••••. _•••.•.•... __ ..•••• __ ..
'l'otal expenses .••••......••••..••••..•..••.•... _•. , •••••. _••••

4, 100, 671. 16
2,314,193.59

Net earnings._ ••...•••••••••••••••. ____ ...••.••••..••••• __ ..

1,786,477.57

In the above are included the earnings of the Omaha bri<lge and of
the Pullman cars. The funded debt of the Union Pacific Rail way Company December 31, 1886, was $115,508,639.50, an increase over that of
the year previous of $11,445. Total revenue for year e11<led December
31, 1886, $24,141,740.96; total expenditures, $20,011,766.98, givin g a
surplus of $4,129,973.98.
CENTRAL PACIFIC.

Thi road is operated under a ninety-nine year lease from April 1,
r by the Soutbern Pacitfo Cowpauy of Keutucky.
Tbe company
own 236 locomotiv ~, 21 pa· eug "r car.', a1Hl 4,4G3 freight and other
car&. The total al of land amount to 2,080,584 acre 1 and the com·

l
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pany has received $7,318,478 from all sales. It yet owns 315,800 acres.
The total earnings for the calendar year were $6,523,434.45, and the total
expenses $5,051,892.17, the net earnings being $1,471,542.28.
Total debt December 31, 1886 ... _...............• -- ..............•. $123,799,277.79
Capital stock . _. __ ... __ .... _. _.. ____ .... ___ .. _.............. - . . . . .
68, 000, 000. 00

191,799,277. 79

Total ...... ______ ·----· ________________ ·-----. ______ ---·---;

...<\.mong its liabilities are $27,855,680 of subsidy bonds and $30,970,497.01 interest on bonds accrued but not due.
Total earnings year ended December 31, 1886 ..... - -- -- . - - - . - . - - - - Total expenses year ended December 31, 1886 ---- ------ ----·· -----·

$6,523,434.45
5,051,892.17

Net earnings .........••••.........••...................... ~ .

1,471,M2.28

SIOUX CITY AND PACIFIC.

This company, whose total length of road is 107.42 miles, owns 13
locomotives, 14 passenger cars, and rnG freight and other cars. Its
lands were sold in bulk April 15, 1875, for $200,000.
Subsidy bonds received from Government .. ·----- ..........•. _____ _
lntocest paid by Government .........•................·........••..

·rotal .. - - - -.. - - - - .. - - - - - . - - - - - -- - - - . - - - - - - . - - - - .. - - - - . -- - - - .

$1,628,320.00
1,806,244.69
3, 434, 564. 69_

CENTRAL BRANCH, UNION P .A.CIFIC.

The subsidized portion of this road extends from Atchison, Kans., to
Waterville, a distance of 100 miles. The rolling stock has not increased
since my last report. The company received from the Government
245,000 acres of land.
Subsidy bonds ..•••...•••• ·...••• ____ ...••• ·----· .............••••.
Interest on bonds. _____ . ___ .• ___ .. ____ •• __ .. _..•......• _____ ... ___ _
Total. _.. _. _•.•....• _•• _•• _-_... ~ •..• ____ . _. _.•.... ___ . __ •. __

$1,600,000. 00
1,885,808. 26

Total debt and stock .••••.. _.•••.• _•••.••••..•••••.•.•... _. _•.....
Total assets. __ ... ________ .•• __ . ___ . ___ . _~ • _. ____ . _••... ____ .. _....

3,485,808.26
======
6,836,479.16
4, 983, 878. 44..

Deficit ...... _____ ..••••• __ • __ .. _.......•.••..... - - ... - -·- - -•.

1,90:.!,600. 72

NORTHERN PACIFIC.

•

This company operates 3,081.5 miles of road. It owns 412 locomo.
tives, 285 passenger cars, and 9,517 freight and other cars. The com.
parry has received, up to December 31, 1886, from the Government
13,845,072.5 acres of land, and has sold 5,977,060.99 acres, for
$21,324,039.07. There is outstanding on time sales the sum of
$3,758,836.63.
Total assets ....... _•.• _... ______ . ____ • _____ .. __ • ______ . _. __ . _____ . $173, 179, 220. 16
Total stock and debt ____ . _.• _. ______________ . __________________ . __ 172, 095, 251. 64
Surplus ...•.. ____ , ____ ·--~-- .. ____ .. -. •.• _.•••.. ________ •.•.

1,083,9G8.5~

Total debt. ___ . _______________ •• _________ ... _________ .. ____ . __ • _•.
Capital stock . _.• _. . ____ .. _____ . __ • _•. _____ . ____ .. ___ ~. _ . ________ .

85,158,484194
86,936,766.70
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OREGON AND CALIFORNIA.

The lines owned and operated by this company embrace 451 miles of
road. ~t has received from the Government 323,068.68 acres of land, of
which it bas sold 242,516.35 acres. It has received from sales of lands
$407,876.54, and there are outstanding on time sales $377,545.36. The
company owns 43 locomotives, 42 passenger cars, and 593 freight and
miscellaneous cars.
Total stock and debt ..........•.......••••••.... .........••..•• _..
Total assets...... . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .

$35,078,443.03
34, 345, 734. 84

De:ficit ......................................... ............ .

732, 70l:l.19

S'l'. PA UL .A.ND DULUTH.

This company operates 2·25 miles of road.

It owns 53 locomotives,

45 passenger cars, and 2,161 freight and miscellaneous cars. Of' the
1,466.009.46 acres of land the company received from t,he Government
it has sold 314,514.21 acres. There are outstanding on time sales
$46,255.84.
Total assets ......•.••...•.....•. : .••...• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total stock and debt ...•........•••••••••..... _. ••• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$rn, 262, 298. 79

Surplus .....••••................• ._ ................ _..••.....

164,6()8.65

12,097,690.14

CHIC.A.GO .A.ND NORTHWESTERN.

The total length of the lines owned and operated by this company is
It owns 735 locomotives, 507 passenger cars, and 22,649
freight and other cars. It has received from the Government 2,956,176.96 acres of land, and has disposed of 1,368,580.45 acres. It yet
retains 1,587,596.51 acres. The receipts from sales of land are $4,771,448.21, with the sum of $912,140.37 outstanding.

4,101 miles.

Total assets .................. ·...•...... _..... __ .........••.... _... $192, 223, 324. 07
Total stock and debt.............................................. 174,221,055.73

Surplus ••••............. , .... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... ..

18,002,268.34

CHIC.A.GO, ROCK ISL.A.ND AND P .A.CIFIC.

This company operates 1,489.09 miles of road. It received from the
Government 1,261,181 acres of-land. No report of land sales nor of its
financial condition has been made by the company since my last report.
CHICA.GO, BURLINGTON .A.ND QUINCY.

This company operates 4,036 miles of road. It has received 2,781,714. 77 acres of land from the Government. Since my lasr. report the
company ba. submitted no statement relative to land sales nor as to its
:financial condition. The company has 619 locomotives, 42G passenger
car , and 24,275 freight cars.
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DUBUQUE .A.ND SIOUX CITY.

This road extends from Dubuque to Iowa Falls, and is operated by
the Illinois Central Railroad Company. It owns no equipment. It
recei ved from the Government 548,697.60 acres of land. The length of
its road is 142.89 miles .
.row.A. FALLS AND SIOUX CITY.

This road extends from Iowa Falls to Sioux City, a distance of 183.69
miles. It bas no equipment and is operated by the Illinois Central
Railroad Company. It has received from the Government 640,256.11
acres of land, of which it has sold 613,808.74 acres. No report has
been receiYed from the company the past year.
ST. JOSEPH .AND GR.A.ND ISL.A.ND.

The mileage of this road is 320. 70 miles.
Total assets.......................................................
Total stock and debt... . . . . . . . . • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .

$13,749,651.61
13, 746, 308. 42

Surplus ..............•......................................

3,343.19

H.ANNIB.A.L .A.ND ST. JOSEPH.

The total length of this road is 296.06 miles.
Total assets . . .................. ~ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total stock and debt..............................................

$25,151,424. 82
22, 9fi3, 353. 89

Surplus .................... - . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 198, 070. 93

MISSOURI P .ACI.FIC.

This company owns and operates 1,103 miles of road. It owns 229
locomotives, 159 passenger cars, and 8,830 freight and other cars.
'l'otal assets .....•............... - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total stock and debt...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$78, 467, 572. 27
7:5, 9G8, 379. 24

Surplus .•................................................... · -4, 499, 193. O'J
MISSOURI, KANSAS .A.ND ~rEXAS.

This company owns and leases 1,386 miles of road. The number of
· acres patented December 31, 1886, is 622,950.98. The total amount received from the sales of land is $2,276,782.82. And there are outstanding on time sales $42,047.49.
Total stock and <lebt................ .. . •.• . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .
Total assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .
Deficit •.................•...................••••...•........ ·

$93,144,412. ti6
89,344, 011. 32
3, 800, 401. 34

ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN .A.ND SOUTHERN.

The total mileage of this road is 1,101 miles. The company owns 158
locomotives, 52 passenger cars, and 4,358 freight and other cars. Up
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to December 31, 1886, there had been patented to the company by the
Government 1,326,691.81 acres ofland. It yet retains 874,139.7G acres.
It has received from sales of lands $1,436,009.88, au<l there are outstanding on time sales $640,004.14.
Total assets .. ____ . ____ ... __ .. ___ ......... - - ....... - - ....... - ... - - - $62, 829, 293. 38
Total stock and debt ... ___ . _..•. _............... ... ... •·..... ___ ... 59,054,205.27
Surplus. _______ .. __ •.. _.. ___ .... _..........•.... _... __ ... __ .

3,775,080. ll

S'l'. LOUlS AND SAN FRANCISCO.

The mileage reported as owned December 31, 1886, was 929.6 miles.
The company has 117 locomotives, 92 passenger cars, and 3,983 freight
and other cars.
Total assets .. ________ .. _______ . _____ .... __ . ___ .. _. _.... __ __ .. __ . . .
Total stock and debt.............................. .. ......... .... .

$63, 708, 848. 40

Surplus.' .•.•. _. ___________ ... ___ .. _. ____ . ___ .... __ .. __ . _....

3, 107, 225. 54

60,601,6~.86

MEMPHIS AND LITTLE ROCK.

This company operates 135 miles of road and received from the Government 184,185.08 acres of land.
Total assets ____ . _.. ___ . _.. _ ... _... _........ _..•. __ .. ..... _•....•..
Total liabilities ....•......... .. ................•............ ·----·

$646, 465. 54
185,658.72

Surplus ____ ....·...... ··--·· .••••..................... ·---··

460, 806.8i

ATCHISON, 'l'OPEICA AND SANT A

FE.

The mileage of this company December 31, 1886, was 3,373 miles.
The company is also interested in rail ways connected with it of the
length of 2,228 miles, making about 5,601 miles in the whole system at
present. The company operates 361 locomotives, 264 passenger cars,
9,777 freight cars, and 706 miscellaneous cars. The Government has
patented to the company 3,331,920.6-! acres of land, all of which l1as
been sold. The receipts from these sales amounted to $10,963,741.31.
There are outstanding on account of time sales $1,178,256, principal,
and $165,561.32 interest.
Total assets .. _..... _.... _.... __ ... __ . ___ ....... _____ ..•••... _. __ . $119,112,360.91
Total stock and debt.............................................. 111,585,511.22
Surplus ....... _... __ .. __ . __ .. ___ . __________ . __ . ____ .• _.... _.

7,526,849.69

.A.'l'LA.N'.l'IC A.ND PACIFIC.

The mil(•age operated by this company is 910.6 IDiles. Since 1880 the
company bas received 662,801 from the sales of laud, and there is <lue
from time sales $177,698.98. The company still owns 23,037.36 acres
of land.
Total stock and debt ---... .... - .. - .. - -... - - - -.. -- ..... - -- . -. - --- ..... -... - ... -- $105,696,164.89
Total a ets ..... ___ . _.... _. _... __ .. __ ...... __ .. _•• _ . ____ . __ .. ___ .

102,654,139.04

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- .... ---- ---- ---- ----

3,042,025.85

Deficit

.
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TEXAS AND P .A.CIFIC.

The report of this company on]y embraces the New Orleans Pacific
Division. The rolling stock consists of 41 lo~omotives, 14 passenger
cars, and 847 freight and other cars. The company has received from
t he Government 67,969.70 acres of land, but reports no . sales thereof.
The company gives no account of its financial conditio!} or the business
of its road.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC R.A.ILIW.AD OF C.A.LIFORNI.A.

The total length of this road, embracing owned and leased lines, is
1,063.57 miles. Th e Goverument h as patented to it 1,229,015.07 acres·
of ]and, of which t here have been sold 1,024,009.58 acres. The total receiP.tS from sales of land amount to $4,116,780.09. There are outstanding on account of sales 2,301,685.05.
Tot al asse ts .. . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . ....••...••••...•••.
'fotal t!tock and debt ..••......••••.•....•..•.... -~-- ••............

$83, 943, 021. 11
79,744,727.38

Surplus ..................·•....••...•....•...••• ·•...•••.••••.

4,198,293.73

THE INTER-STATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.
Section 18 of the act approved February" 4, 1887, providing for the
organization of the Inter-state Commerce Commission, directs thatThe Commission shall have authority t.o employ and :fix the compensation of such
other employes as it may find necessary to the proper performance of its duties, subject
to the approval of the Secretary .of the Interj or. The Commission shall be furnished
by t h e Secr et ary of t he Interior with suitable offices and all necessary office supplies.
* * * .A.11 of the expenses of the Commission, including all necessary expenses for
transportation i ncurred by the Commissioners, or by their employes under their orders, h1 making any investigation in any other places than in the city of Washingto~,
shall be allowed and paid, on the presentation of itemized vouchers therefor approved by the chairman of the Commission and Sec:i;etary of the Interior.

And in section 21 it is providedThat the Commission shall, on or before the first day of December in each year,
make a r eport to the Secretary of the interior, which shall be by him transmitted to
Congress, etc.

I respectfully recommend that the Commission be authorized to. report
directly to t he President; to appoint its own officers and employees;
and to draw upon the Treasury for the payment of the salaries of its
subordinates as well as for all expenses incurred under the act.
When the Commission .ip.akes its report I shall transmit it to you and
accompany it with an abstract of all disbursements made by this Department for said Commission since its organization.
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BUREAU OF LABOR.
During th.e year this Bureau bas completed the investigation into convict labor. The infor mation was collected in response to a joint resolution of Congress, approved August 2, 1886, as follows:
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives nf the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That the Commissioner of Labor be, and be is hereby, authori zed
and directed, u nder the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, to make a fu ll investigation as to t h e kind and amount of work performed in the penal institutionR
of the several States a.nd Territories of the United States and the District of Colambia, as to the met hods under which convicts aro or may be employed, and as to all
the facts pertaining to convict labor and the influence of the same upon the industries of the cou ntry, and embody the results of such investigation in his second annual
report to the Secretary of t he Interior: Provided, That the investigation hereby authorized can be carried out under the appropriations made for the expenses of_the
Bureau of Labor for the fiscal y~ar ending June 30, 1887.

Under tbe foregoing resolution, with my approval, a very full investigation has been carried on, extending to all penal institutions of all
grades in all the States and Territories and the District of Columbia in
which the inmates are in any degree employed in productive labor
The agents of t he B.ureau were supplied with carefully prepared instructions and a series of schedules mnbodying inquiries relative to each
plan or system followed in the various institutions.
The general systems of employment of convicts, in brief, are as follows:
1. The contract system, under which a contractor employs con victs
at a certain.agreed price per day for their labor, the prisoners working
under the immediate direction of the contractor or his agents. Under
this system the institution usually furnishes to the contractor the power
necessary, and eYen the machinery, for carrying on the work.
2. The piece-price system, which is simply a modification of tbe contract system . Under this system the contractor.furnishes to the prison
the materials in a prop~r shape for working, and receives from the
prison the manufactured articles at an agreed piece price, the supervision of t he work being wholly in the hands of the prison officiah;.
3. The public-account system, under :which the institution carries on
tbe business of manufacturing like a private individual or firm, buying
raw materials and converting them into manufactured articles, which
are sold in the best available market.
4. The lease system, under which the institution leases the convicts
to a contractor for a specified sum and for a fixed period, the lessees
u ually undertaking to clothe, feed, care for, and maintain proper discipline among the prisoners while they perform such labor as may have
been d termined by the terms of the lea e.
The schedule of inquiries compreh n<led· for each institution its loality, n me, charact r, numb r of contractors or lessees, as the case
might e; th ki d, grade, an value of croo<l manufacture<l; the hours
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of labor; t,he price per day or otherwise for convict labor, bo~h for
males and females; tbe average daily wages of free laborers m the
same industries as those carried on in the prison ; the parties by whom
power, machinery, or tools were furnished; the number of convicts employed in productive labor; the nu_mber of free laborers necessary to
perform the same work; the numbPr of male and female convicts employed in prison duties· the number idle; tbe average a.ge of male and
female convicts, and the' average length of sentences ; tbe amounts, 1"f
any, received by convicts for overtime work, and whether convicts are
allowed to receive gifts or perquisites; the income from all sources, and
the expenses. These inquiries were varied to comprehend the different
systems under which goods are manufactured. In addition to these
specific inquiries, the agents were directed to collect information on
the following points:
· 1. The influence that the labor of-convicts in each institution has upon
free labor.
. 2. The influence of the system in vogue upon the criminal.°
3. The general conditions under which work is carried on.
The data gathered by the Bureau cover as nearly as possible the fiscal
year ending in 1886, a period terminating usually at some date between
May and October.
The information is presented in two parts. Chapter I of Part I exhibits the sixteen general and detail tables. These tables exhibit for
each convict institution the various facts secured by the schedule of
inquiries before noted. They are followed by statistical summaries, presenting in brief compass the aggregated results.
Chapter II consists of a textual analysis of the preceding tables,
bringing out their principal features and salient points.
Tbe results of variou~ State investigations are briefly stated in Chapter III, while the advantages and disadvantages of the various plans
that have been suggest~d from time to time are ,considered in Chapter IV.
Part II consists of two divisions . . The first is dev-oted ·to notes indicating to what extent the economic employment of convicts has been
carried in ancient and modern times and in various countries. These
notes have necessitated a great deal of research, for they have been
found scattered through a wide range of historical and other works,
many of them not accessible to the general reader. I know of no other
collection of such notes on any very extended scale.
In the second division the laws of the States and Territories are
brought together. The attempt has been made, and with fair success,
to exhibit the laws of the country relating to convict labor in force at
the close of the year 1886.
In addition to the preparation of the foregoing report the Bureau bas
carried on an investigation into the number, causes, duration, results,
and other features of all strikes and lockouts occurring in the United
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of information were :finished, printed, an!l distributed; the special report on education at the New Orleans Exposition, previously prepared,
was printed and distributed; the second part of the special report upon
art and industry, originally undertaken in response to a Senate resolution dated February 2, 1880, was revised and partly printed ; and the
special report upon Indian education and civilization, undertaken in
response to a Senate resolution dated February 23, 1885, was continued
and completed. The publications in arrears, thus printed or completed
for publication during the year under review, will aggregate at least
4,700 octavo pages.
_
The work in arrears thus brought up does not represent the whole
amount of labor accomplished. The correspondence of the office, comprising more than 337,000 pieces of mail matter, was kept up to date;
a special catalogue of the apparatus and articles in the educational
museum of the office was compiled, and the whole collection arranged
and displayed in suitable cases, thereby making it for the first time
really available in all respects for the public information and the service of the office; an exhaustive '' Index to the Publications of the Bureau" from its foundation in 1867 to the close of the fiscal year under
review has been compiled and will appear among the appendices to
the report for the fiscal year 1886-'87. The other parts of the volume
juRt mentioned have been pushed as energetically as circumstances
would permit, making it sure of completion at a much earlier date than
any of its predecessors for many years past; abd three new circulars
of information have been prepared and sent to the printer. Two of
these form part of the series of historical monographs upon American
. education, for which, with my approval, the Commissioner has made
arrangements. Other works of value have also been undertaken, which
want of space prevents me from ·describing more fully at the present
time.
The appendices to the Education report will show in detail the character and extent of the public, corporate, and private instrumentalities
of nurture, teaching, and culture in the Union. so far as facts relating
thereto are procuraule. The progress, on the whole, is steapy and satisfactory; the public schools have never· been more heartily supported
nor have other institutions of learniug ever been more .flourishing than
during the year under review.
EDUCATION IN ALASKA.
.

.

It is .conceded that the perpetuity of our American institutions depends in great measure upon the intelligence of its citizens, and it is
claimed that this intelligence is due in no small degree to our system
of public education and the success of its schools.
The education of the Indian, and his elevation in the scale of civilization, has become the settled· policy of the Government, and has bad
in~ earne~t co-operation ~nd cou:$ideratiou, lf the intellis-ence of the
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Amer~can citizen is so necessary to the securitJ' of bis liberties, bow
mu.ch more important is it that these aborigines, wlio are now being
eudowed with all the righ ts of citizenship, should be prepared by education to appreciate and value their new relations,
It was made the duty of the Secretary of the Interior, by the organic
act of May 17, 1884, providing a civi,1. government for Alaska, to make
"needful and proper provision for the education of' the children of school
age in that Territory, without reference to race, until permanent provision shall be made for the same," and the sum of $25,000 was appropriated for that purpose.
In view of the nature of the duties assigned to the Commissioner of
Education by section 516 of the Revised Statutes, and deeming him
the proper officer through whom this legislation should be carried into
execution, my predecessor, the Hon. H. M. Teller, on the 2d of March,
1885, devolved upon him the duty of preparing a plan of operation and
initiating such steps as were necessary for that purpose.
On the 11th of April, 1883, Hon. John Eaton, then Commissioner of
Education, appointed Rev. Sheldon tTackson general agent of education
in Alaska~ This was done by my authority and with my appro val. To
him was assigned the duty of organizing and superintending the schools.
Schools were established by him during the spring of 1885 a t several
points, and these, with others, have since been maintained with a fair
degree of success. In the spring of the present year the present Commissioner, Hon. N. H. R·. Dawson, with my concurrence and approval,
prepared a plan of organization and series of regulations for the government of these schools, copies of which accompany this report.
The execution of this plan is conferred u pou a local board composed
of the governor of the Territory, the judge of tbe United States court,
and the general agent of education. To this board is committed the
local management of the schools, subject to the general supervision of
theCommissioner of Education. Itis authorized to appoint the teachers
of the public schools, to prescribe their duties, to fix their salaries, to
provide general rules for the government of tbe s0hools and the attendance of the children, to select the series of text-books, to see that all
teaching is done in the English language, to provide the plans and supervise the erection of school-houses, and to lease houses for school purposes.
All salaries and other expenditures for educational purposes are to be
audited by the Territorial board, approved by the Commissioner of Education, and transmitted to me for my approval, and when so approved,
are paid by the disbursing clerk of the Department out of tlrn funds
provi<l 1 for the education of the children of the Territory. It will thus
be 'e n that the Bureau of Education has neither personal nor official
•on ecti n with the direct expenditure of the money.
t tbe cl
f th cbool year the board is required to make a reion r of Education, transmitting the report of the
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general agent, with such recommendations as shall be deemed expedient for the general welfare of education in the Territory.
In ord er to put this system into successful operation; and t o ascertain, by perso~al observation and inspection the real condition of the
educational affairs of the Territory, it was deemed expedient aud necessary by me to seno the Commissioner of Education in person · to A laska.
He made this visit during the months of August and September, and
has made a report, to which I call your attention.
Briefly sumruarized, tbis report shows that of the 35,000 or mor e inhabitants of Alaska 5,000 or more are children of suitable age for discipline and instruction by the agency of schools; that of these only
1,757 are at present enjoying any opportunity for such training, leaving
more tllan 3,000 equally entitled thereto but as yet unfurnished t h erewith; that the schools now in operation are located at on ly fo urteen
places, almost entirely in the southeastern portion and tbe Aleutian
peninsula and islands; that the present appropriation of $25,000 is
barely sufficient, after having reduced the pay of the teachers n ow e mployed, to support these schools; that both the Territorial board of education and the Commissioner recommeml the establishment of schools at
eleYen other points, where about 1,100 minors can be schooled and where
schools, teachers, buildings, and supplies are "urgently needed," a nd
that at least $25,000 more will be required for this purpose.
In addition to these, tlie board point out eleven other places wher e,
in the near future, schools should be opened; but schools at these p oints,
in the opinion of tLe Commissioner, can not be organized to advanta ge
during the next fiscal year.
In view of the facts tlms presented by the Territorial board a nd
fortified by the conclusions of the Commissioner of Education, reached
after his persoual and careful study of tlie situation on the spot, I do
not hesitate to recommend that $50,000 be appropriated for the fi sca l
year ending Juue 30, 1880, for ~he maintenance of the schools n ow in
existeuce, and for tlte estal>lishment and support of those urgeutly
needed at the eleven places specified in the Commissioner's report.
The plan devised for tlie local management of schools iu th~ Territory
is heartily accepted by the Territorial board provided for therein. The
board have organized, and have undertaken their duties with zeal a nd
discretion; the teachers have accepted a reduction of pay cheerfully in
order tLat other necessary objects of expenRe might not be neglected
for want of fnnds. As a consequence the GoYernment now b as suitable buildings for school purposes at four importants point in the Ter-,
ritory. As soon as buildings are erected or bought at the other points
occupied, a considerable saving in current expenses can be made, since
the cost of renting or leasing suitable buildings is considerable.
I am satiRfied tLat the visit of the Commissioner of Education to the
Territory has been and will be productive of much good to the schools
,au<l _to th~ whole populati9n
41~s~~r Jic is, I believe, t h e 1i:rst

ot
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official, not immediately connected with the government of the Territory, who has ever visited any part of it upon such an important an<l
beneficent errand. In this feeling of satisfaction the Territorial board
heartily concur.
Another topic to which the Commissioner of Education calls attention is the migration of 1,200 civilized and Cllristiau ludians from Metlakabtla, British ·oolumbia, to Annette Islaml, iu SonthPastern Ala.ska.
Thirty years ago these people were barbarians so degraded that they
were addicted to occasional cannibalism.
Under the wise and sensible supervision of Mr. William Duncan. an
English lay missionary, they had become so peaceable, industrious,
moral, and law-abiuing that after building an excellent village of pulJlic
and private stmctures and accumulating other property at Metlakahtla,
valued in the aggregate at more than $100,00(), they gave up ernrytbing
without recourse to violence, and moved to a new place in another country, where they hope that their civil rights aud their religious predilections will be respected. With the cause of their previous dissatisfaction tllis Government bas nothing to do, but the addition of such a community to the population of Alaska should be a subject· of satisfaction
for reasons too obvious to mention. The Commissioner was present at
the time when the advance party of these immigrants welcomed the
arrival of their tded and trusted friend, Mr. Duncan, to the place of
their uew habitation, after a long absence in their behalf.
At the request of Mr. Duncan, the Commissioner assured these d~
serving people of the sympathy and protection of this Government;
of the moral certainty that their rights to their new homes would be
secured to them whenever the general land laws of the United States
should be extended in their application so as to include the Territory of
Alaska; and of the probable speedy establishment of schools iu their
midst for the be~efit of their children.
To the interesting details reported about this occasion, I invite the
special and favorable attention of Congress.
A.LASKA.
GENERAL CONDI'I'ION.

The condition of . Alaska in its civil relations is anomalous and exceptional. The organic act of Congress, .May 17, 1884, providing a civil
government for the Territory, was deferred until nearly twenty years
aft r the treaty of acquisition, and is an imperfect and crude piece of
l gi '1atiou. It proviues little more than the shadow of civil governm nt, without the right to legi late or raise re.venue. It expressly inhi it th op ration of th geueral land laws, while it provides that the
1, w. r la i1w to min · an l miuing, and tlle rights incident tllereto, shall
be iu full force and operation. It provides no m~a~~ b~ which its cit~~
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zens may acquire homes or homesteads, or obtain title to an acre of
land in its ample domain of more than 700,000 square miles. It provides no means by which the towns and villages may be incorporated,
and the inhabitants allowed the benefits and protection of municipal
law. It has established a single tribunal with many of the powers of
a Federal and State court, having a more extensive territorial jurisdiction than any similar court in the United Htates, but without providing
the means of serving its process or enforcing itl!I decrees.
This act has been well described as a "legislative fungus, without
precedent or parallel in the history of American legislation." Its citiembarrassed for the want of local self-government that their
zens are
material progress and advancement are retarded, emigration is discouraged, and its rich and inviting fields of industry remain undeveloped.
The failure of Congress to provide means of acquiring homesteads in
such parts of the Territory as possess a temperate climate constitutes
one of the principal embarrassments under which the people labor.
With immense forests of timber at their doors, nearly all the lumber
must be obtained from Washington and Oregon, at fabulous prices and
great inconvenience.
Tracts of land producing· vegetables and the grasses, affording rich
pasturage for cattle, may be found at many points on the islands and
mainland. Here an industrious and enterprising population could find
comfortable homes and develop thriving industries. The exteusion of
the land laws to such .portions· of the Territory would be of great an<l.
signal benefit, and would irivite the permanent settlement of citizens.
The climate in the southeastern sections, along the coast, near the influ~nce of the Japan current, is temperate, and is greatly superior to
that of those sections of the continent on the Atlantic coast in the same
latitudes. On one-half of the coast of Alaska the thermometer seldom
falls below zero.
The population is estimated at 35,000. whites, creoles~ and natives,
and is, as a general rule, provident, self-supporting, well~behaved, and
law-abidiug.
The industries conRist of the fur trade, mining, canning of fish, and
the sawing of lumber by a few mills for domestic purposes. The manufacture of lumber, whenever the laws permit, will become an important
source of wealth.
With the same advantages of civil government which are enjoyed by
the citizens of other Territories the people of Alaska would soon enter
upon an era of prosperity which would justify the expectations of its
most sanguine friends. In its present condition the laws can not be successfully enforced and administered. The only court is located at Sitka,
and is separated by water, at long distauce1;1, from every other · part of
its jurisdiction. Criminals readily and frequently avoid arrest by taking refu ge in the seclusion of remote parts of the Territory where there
;i,re no means to pursue them, and consequently escape trial and punJNT 87-VOL 1--5

so
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ishment. All of these evils should be remedied by appropriate special
legislation.
Alaska is the gate of the North Pacific, and in the not distant future
will become one of our most valuable possessions.
Meanwhile it is the duty of the Government to protect its citizens
and to develop its rich resources.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
I ask special attention to the report of the Director of the G~ological
Survey. Apart from the achievements of this Bureau as one of the great
instrumentalities for the advancement of scientific research, I desire to
express my a<Imiration of its organized system for the transaction of
business. In order to determine whether it was consistent with my
duty to sanction the estimates of the Director for this Bureau, it became neces~ary for me to look into the details of its practical operations. While undertaking to perform this duty I was struck with the
perfect adaptation of the system to the securing of efficient work ,and
rigid economy as well as to fixing, by documentary evidence, the responsibility for the business transacted and of making the documentary
and the actual responsibility coincident.
The Director reports that satisfactory progress was made in his topo·
graphic work of th~ year, an aggregate area of 55,684 square miles having been surveyed, all of which is shown in a table giving the States,
the scale of pul>lication, contour interval in feet, and approximate area
in 8quare miles.
The results of the work which has been done in the different geological divisions he reports as being important in their bearing on the
solution of vari-ous scientific problems, and some of them have had
marked economic significance. Among these may be mentioned '' the
elucidation of the structure of the iron and copper bearing rocks near
Lake Superior; the mapping of the distribution of coal, iron, cement,
etc., in the Appalachian region, and the study of the origin and mode
of occurrence of petroleum and natural gas. A.n investigation respecting the quicksilver deposits of the United States, begun some years
ago, has been completed," and an abstract accompanies the report of
the Director, whose observations and studies of volcanic geology are
interesting.
Among the chemical researches carried to a successful conclusion during the year is an elaborate study of the mineral waters of the Yellowtone National Park.
One of the duties imposed upon the Director of the U. S. Geological
Sur~ey i the collection of statistics in relation to mines and mining
other than gold and silver, and the making of chemical analyses of iron,
coal, and oil. The former btanch of this work is carried on in the di-
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vi:jion of miniug statistics and technology, by which the following table
was 1>re pared :
Metallic pi·oducts of the United States in 1886.
Quantity.

~i~11!:~?lf~~:£~f

<·:·~·.··--·--:··--·_·-:-~-.--~..-.........._-:··.·._-._-..-..·:·::··--::·.··--:··--::::··.·:··--·~---~~!~~~;1~;::

Copper, value at Nl:lw York City ................................. pounds ..
Lead, Yaluo at New York Cit.r .....................•........... short tons .
Zin,i, ,::l lue at New York City ............ ....... ................. . . do ... .
Qui,;kstlv1•r, ,aluo at San Francisco ................................ fl.asks ..
Nickel, value at Philadelphia ..................................... pounds .
Aluminum, n1luc at Philadelphia ................................ -. ... ... . .
Antmiony, ,a,lue a,t San :Francisco .. .-.......................... short tons ..
Platinuru, value, crude, at New York City .•...•..... . ........ troy ounces ..
Total

5,683,329
39,445,312
1,881, 2fl0
161, 235, 381
135,620
42,641
20,981
214, !.)92
35
50

Value.
$95, 195, 760
51,000,000
35, OllO, 000
Hi, 527,651
1'.:l, 667, 749
3, 752,408
1, OGO, 000
127, 157

27,000
7,000
100

. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 215, 364, 825

NOTE. -The value of the non·metaliic mineral products of the United States during the same time,
reported and estimated, was $249,963,063.

FI~.ANCI.AL STATEMENT.

Amounts appropriated fol' and f!Xpended by the United States Geologioal Siirve1J for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1887.
G~ological
Survey.
Amonnts appropriated ..... .. ......... .. ......... . ...... .
.A.monn,ts e~pendeu, classified as follows:
a. 8orv1ces ... ... . .... . ............... . . $349, 836. 93
20,342.77
b. '.1.'raveling expenses ................. .
4,273.10
c. Transpol'tation of property ......... .
7,989.30
d. Field snbsistenco . ..........•........
39,503.49
e. Fiehl supplies and expenses ......... .
9,637.36
f . Field material.. ..... . ............... .
6, 179.-41
g. Inst1 nments . . . .
. ............. .
4,294.08
h. Labora tory material ................ .
8,558.94
i. Photographic material .......... . ... .
3,920.60
k . Books and maps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .
808. 94
l. Stationery and drawing material .... .
l, 086. 00
m . Illu strations for reports . ........... .
2,409.44
n. Otoce rents . ... .... ................. .
G80. 06
o. Ofiico fumitur-c .................. • .. .
5,804.27
p. (}/lice supplies and repairs .......... .
577. 88
q. Storage ...... .... .. . ... . . ........... .
844.13
r. Uorrespondenco ... ..... ........ . ... .
s. Bonded railroad accounts, freight,
$659 .5i; transportation of assistants,
$1,494.05 . . . ..... _. .. . . . ... . ...... .. .

$467, 700. 00

Salaries, office
of Geological Total appro·
i:;urvey.
pri.ttion.
$35, 540. 00

$508, 240. 00

2,153.62

• Total. ....... ,. . .. • .................. ..... .... .. .....

462, 900. 32 ............... .

a. Salaries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .
Balance unexpended ..........................•.•........
Probable amount required ta meet outstanding liabilities .

4,799.68

34,980.94

497,881.26

559,(,6

5. 358. 74

-----====:====I=====
4,799.68 .............•................

HOT SPRINGS RESERVATION, ARKANSAS.
With the appropria,tion ($20,000) made in tlie act of August 4, 1886,
'' for completion of improvement of Hot Springs Creek," the cukert
which had been (;om,trqcte<l qqqer prior appropriations down to the
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southern boundary of the reservation and acros8 Re-serve avenue was
continued a distance of 620 linear feet, ending about 160 feet north of
Malvern Crossing. The filling between the reservation front and the
wall of the culvert was also completed, the entire area leveled and
graded to the street, a gravel foot-path laid, and an inexpensive post
and chain fence constructed along the whole length of the reservatio11.
When this space is further improved, as proposed by the superintendent, by setting it in grass and shade trees, it will afford a pleasant and
attractive promenade.
In my last report I invited attention to applications for renewal of
leases of permanent bath houses and of bath-house sites which expire<l
December 16, 1883, but upon which no action had been taken in deference to a Senate resolution ot February 25, 1886, declaring it to be
the opinion of the Senate that such leases should not be renewed ~~ unless the Forty-ninth Congress shall adjourn without having legislated
in reference thereto." I then stated that in order to remedy the uncertainty of tenure which had deterred the bath-house managers from
keep.ing their buildings and appliances in a condition of repair necessary to the comfort an<l convenience of their patrons I would renew
the leases if Congress at its then approaching session did not legislate
to the contrary. N~ legislation upon the ·subject was perfected, and
accordingly all the leases have been renewed (excepting that of the
Rector bath house) for a period of five years, commencing from tl!e
expiration of the original lease, December 16, 1883. Before these
leases were renewed the bath-houses were inspected by the superintendent and the lessees required to make repairs found to be necessary.
The repairs of the Rector have not been made, and therefore the lease
of that bath house bas not yet been renewed.
On five of the available building sites upon the reservation, which
were leased in 1883 and 1884, no bath houses have yet been erected.
During the progress of the creek improvement the only approach to
these sites was obstructed to an e~tent which interfered with building
operations, and the Department did not insist upon compliance with
the terms of the leases respecting the construction of buildings. This
obstacle having been removed by the completion of the creek work, the
lessees·of these sites have been notified that their buildings must be
completed, or their leases will be annulled. When these houses are in
operation, it is believed that the additional bathing facilities they will
provide will be amply sufficient to accommodate the increasing number
of invalid visitors to this resort.
By the act of December 16, 1878, relating to the reservation (Stats.,
vol. 20, p. 258), the Secretary of the Interior was "directed to lease to
the pre ent proprietor of the Arlington Hotel or their assigns the
ground , not exceeding 1 acre, now occupied by them for a period of
ten year· , unl
otherwi e provided by law, at an annual rental of
tl,000." The l a e made under tbi authority will expire December 151
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18138,-and the question of its renewal will then demand consideration
I deem it proper that the attention of Congress should be directed t o
this subject, in order that there may be opportunity for timely legislation upon the subject.
The act of M-irch 3, 1877 (Stats. vol. 19, p. 377), provided for the appointment of a superintendent to have charg~ of the reservation and
authorized the Secretary of the Interior to fix a special tax on water
taken from the springs upon the reservation sufficient to pay for the
protection an~ necessary improvement of the same. The act of Dece~ber 16, 1878 (vol. 20, p. 258), fixed the tax for use_o f the water at $15 per
tub per annum, and required "that the superintendent shall provide
and maintain a sufficient number of free baths for the use of the indigent, and tbe expense thereof shall be defrayed out of the rentals bereinbefore provided for." The annual income from water rents and from
ground rent of the Arlington Hotel site is $4,705. This amount is
barely sufficient to defray the salary of the superinten dent and the expense of maintaining and repairing the free bathing pools, leaving no
money available for ariy improvement of the free bath-house. - I commend to your consideration the following .r emarks upon this subject by
the superintendent in his annual report:
·
I beg to invite the attention of the Secretary especially to the condition of the building known as the Free Bath-house. This isan institution set apart by the Government
where the poor and diseased may come and take the baths without price or question.
Nearly or quite four hundred individuals of these classes avail themselves of this gracious privilege daily, and the number is getting larger, so that the time is rapidly
coming when there will not be room for all. This is made apparent by a glance at the
building, which consists of only four small rooms (a dressing and pool room for each
sex). The pools are so small (9 feet square) that sometimes standing room is not to be
hacl in tbcm . The building itself is a piece of patch-work, of rude constructiou,
thrown together a,t different periods, the women's side being contracted, but fairly
comfortable otherwise, whilst the part set. aside for men is a small, flimsy shanty, nninhabitable in severe weather. Its entire appearance and reality is stunted, mean, and
shabby, not in accord with the benevolent designs of the Department, and unworthy to
be owned by this great Government. I respectfully recommend that Congress be asked
to appropriate the sum of $6,000 with which to erect upon the present site a free
bath-house, with larger and better pools and rooms, where that friendless class of unfortunates who are driven to it by disease and poverty may receive humane tteatment in their fight for health. I cannot imagine a charity more worthily bestowed
or one which will yield richer fruits. ·

I concur in the recommend~tion of the superintendent that some
provision should be made for improving the free bath-house, and in
view of the emergency disclosed in his statement it would seem most
desirable that there should be an amount immediately available by
appropriation by Congress for that purpose. If the tax for use of the
bot water were increased by law, there would, in time, be a fund deri\"e<l
from that source which could be applied to this much needed improvement. During the time the rate of tax was left to the discretion of the
Department, $60 per tub per annum was paid by the lessees of water
privileges, without remonstrance, until the rate was reduced by law to
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$15 per tub. I recommend that the water tax be materially increased,
and suggest that $40 per tub, per year, would not be an unreasonable
rate.
In my report for 1885, and again in 1886, as well as in the annual reports of my predecessor, attention was directed to the fact that threefifths of the hot water from the resen·ation now runs to waste owing
to the low position of the springs from which this portion of the supply is derived, and an appropriation was recommended for providing
the piping, reservoirs and pumping machinery required to make this
water available for us_e in the bath-houses to which it will not at present flow by gravitation. The estimated cost of the proposed system is
$31,000, and I renew the recommendation of an appropriation of that
amount for the purpose specified. ~he present available supply of bot
water is barely sufficient to meet the requirements of the bath-houses
now in operation and the Army and Navy Hospital. The collection and
economical distribution of all the water, including that which is now
wasted, will be necessary to meet the increased demand when the projected additional bath-houses require a supply.
Several applications have .been made to the Department for authority
to convey the hot water to bath-houses off of the reservation in the lower
part of the city, and many good reasons are given why the law should be
so changed as to permit this privilege to be granted. Whether, therefore, any general legislation shall be bad in accordance with the general
tenor of this report, I urge at least the adoption of a joint resolution by
Congress authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to permit the use
of the water to supply a limited number of bath-houses off of the reservation,. and that he be further authorized to fix a tax for the use of the
water at a larger sum per annum than is allowed under existin g legislation, so that a greater fund can be realized for purposes of improvement and general expenses.
I also recommend that section 12, act of March 3, 1877, and section
7, act of June 16, 1880, be amended so as to authorize the sale of lots
from the reservation at Hot Springs instead of at Little Rock. The experience of the Department under the present law upon this subject was
referred to in my annual report for 1885, as follows:
At the two sales which have been held it has· been claimed that combinations
have existed among the comparatively few buyers in attendance to pre"vent fair
competition and to secure the purchase of the lots at less than their real value. The
lots were afterwards sold privately by the syndicate, and the profits which should
have been realized by the Government were divided amonO'st its members. It is bell ved that if the sales could be held at Hot Springs the rt'.s:lting increase in the number of bidder would render such combination imyractfoable, and much higher prices
would be realized.

Thi experience has deterred the Department from authorizing any
ale of lot ince the last auction, in May, 1884, and any further sales
would eem to be inadvisabl~ under existing law.
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YELLOWS1.'0NE NATIONAL PARK.

In my last annual report I referred to the fact that Congress had
made no appropriation for payment of salaries of the superintendent
and assistant superintendents of the Park for the fiscal year ending
~Tune 30, 1887, the effect of which was to abolish these offices, which
had been originally created and, from time to time, continued in the
annual appropriation acts. I also stated' that in compliance with my
request the Secretary of VVar had detailed a company of cavalry, under
command of Capt. Moses Harris, for service in the Park, as provided
in tbe act of March 3, 1883 (Stats., vol. 22, p. 627).
During the past year· the .Park has been protected by this military
force, and Captain Harris has performed the duties of superintendent
under the direction of this Department. As Congress at its last session
again failed to make any appropriation for the expenses of protecting
and governing the Park, the military protection will have to be continued during the current fiscal year.
Captain Harris bas been zealous and energetic in enforcing the regulations established by the Department for the protection of the Park,
and in the performance of the other duties required of him as acting
superintendent be has shown commenclable interest, and efficiency. It
is due to him and to the force under his command that I should make this
acknowledgment of my appreciation of the valuab]e assistance they
have rendered in the management and protection of the Park.
I do not believe, however, that it is consistent with the purpo_se of
Congress, as affirmatively expressed in existing law, that the Department should be obliged to resort to military assistance in the care
of this reservation, except in emergency and as an adjunct to the
civil superintendence, for which, until recently, provision was made.
The act of March 3, 1883, provides for the "detail of troops to prevent
trespassers or intruders from entering the Park for the purpose of destroying the game or objects of interest or for any other purpose prohibited by law, and to remove such person from the Park if found
therein." In the same act provision was made for a superintendent
and ten assistants ~, to be appointed by the Secretary of the Interior
and reside continuously in the Park, and whose duty it shall be to pro·
tect the game, timber, and objects of interest therein."
The specification in the statute of the services that may be required
of the military force detailed under its authority does not include many
of the varied and important duties it is necessary to exact of a superintendent as the source upon whiclt the Department must rely for information, as the medium of communication with persons who have been
granted tlrn privilege of providing hotels and other conveniences for
visitors, and as the representative of the Department in its endeavor to
secure to the public the most acceptable accommodation without extortion or other imposition. If it is the desire of Colliress that, as now
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provided by law, the Park shall remain under the_'·exclusive control of
the Secretary of the Interior,'' th}tt_ he shall be responsible for its care
and management and be clrnrged with the duty of carrying into effect
the oujects and purposes for which it was set apart, it would not seem
unreasonable to expect that provision should be made, by appropriation, for the necessary assistance to enable him to discharge the_duty
thus required without having to depend upon the aid of another branch
of the service.
I therefore recommend that the appropriation for compensation ot
superintendent and assistants, or, as they should be more appropriately
denominated "Park police," and for contingent expenses of management ne restored. The nu~ber of assistant saperintendents should be
increased from ten, as formerly provided, to at least :fifteen. The necessity for the additional number will be more readily appreciated when
it is remembered that as the attractions of the Park become more
generally known and it is .more numerously visited, greater vigilance
will be required to protect the objects of interest, and that the disappearance of game from the country contiguous thereto, as it becomes
more thickly settled, will increase the difficulty of protecting from the
hunter that which is within the. reservation.
Should Congress deem it best to direct that the present arrangement
shall continue, then five experienced mountaineers should be employed
as Park police. They should be invested with the powers of deputy
marshals, including the power of arrest, and should be selected by
the military commander and be under his control. They would be or
invaluable service to him in the performance of his duty of preserving
the Park from spoliation and the game from destruction, not only in
enforcing obedience to law, but also as scouts, as they would be selected
on account of their familiarity with the geography of the Park. The
military should not have to prosecute offenses against the rules and
regulations, but that duty should be performed by civilians.
I have heretofore invited attention to the inadequacy of the existing
law, or, more properly, the absence of any law, providing a punishment
for offenses committed within the Park. In my last annual report I
took occasion to say:
While tbe acts of Congress confide the care and control of the Park upon the Secretary of the Interior, and confer upon him the power to make rules and regulations,
no penalties are provided for their violation, nor is it clear where the jurisdiction
over crimes committed in the Park resides. For all practical purposes it is a Government reservation, and the laws of the United States governing such reservations
should be extended over it. It is certainly unfair that the people shall be invited
into a park set aside for their benefit and enjoyment by the national laws, and yet
find when they reach it no adequate pro"iection for their persons or property.

The only punishment it is now within the power of the Department
to impo e upon any offender against law or order is toremove him from
the Park and prev nt hi return. In the case of a hunter, his outfit,
under exi ting regulation, , may be confi. cated. .Experience has shown
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that even the latter, when enforced, is not sufficient to prevent the
offenders from again perpetrating . the same or a like 9:ffense. It
would seem to be only necessary to invite and attract the attention of
Oongress to the deficiency of the law in this respect to insure its early
correction. Senate bill 2436, which passed the Senate by a large majority at the last Congress, or some similar measure, should at the present Congress become a law.
The boundaries of the Park are fixed by statute, but they have never
been established by actual survey. In the enforcement of the law prohibitin g permanent settlement within its limits questions have arisen
which have been difficult of decision without possible injustice to settlers in the absence of definitely located boundary lines. These lines
should be determined by careful survey and appropriately marked, in
order that the home-seeker along the borders of the Park may have
notice of the limits beyond which he may not encroach. The importance of this survey is strongly urged by the acting superintendent, who
states that "the present uncertainty is a constant invitation to lawless
bunters and others to encroach upon the Park and adds greatly to the
annoyance· and labors of those charged with its protection." It has
been estimated that $10,000 would cover the expense of such survey
and I recommend the appropriation of that amount, or so much thereof
as may be found necessary for the purpose.
In the rectification of the boundaries, there should be included within
the Park additions to the- east and south, in order that one of its main
purposes, that of a great game and forest preserve, should be fully
carried into effect. This increase would include an area of high mountain country, unfit for agriculture and free from mineral deposits. The
increase has been favorably reported on by the committees of the respective Houses.
The report of the acting superintendent contains much interesting
information respecting the Park, its present condition, and needs. It
appears therefrom that although the hotel accommodations during the
past season were not in every respect all that could be desired, theJ·
have, however, met the demands of travel. The principal hotels are
equipped with.requisite conveniences and generally are well conducted.
The loss by fire, on the 14th of July last, of a new hotel at Norris Geyser
Basin, which is said to have cost $60,000, was a serious misfortune to the
owners, and, a.s it occurred at the season when the travel in tlrn Park is
greatest, occasioned at that place much.discomfort and inconvenience to
the visiting public..
The transportation facilities provided by lessees within the Park are
reported to have been ample and of the best character. The drivers
are skillful and reliable ; no serious accidents occurred, and no complaints of negligence, incivility, or extortion were brought to the attention of the acting superintendent. He states that the enforcement of
the regulation forbi<lding any person from engaging in business in the
0
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Park without permission in writing from the Department bas had the
effect of ridding the park of a large number of irresponsible persons
who during the summer came in to prey upon tourists.
The construction and improvement of roads and bridges is confided
by law to an officer of the Engineer Corps of the Army, who will, doubtlessly, submit, through the proper channel, a report of his operations
and an estimate of the amount required for his·purposes during the next
fiscal year. It is understood that he will recommend an appropriation
of $130,000. I concur in the suggestion of the acting superintendent
that a liberal appropriation should be made for the extension of this
work over portions of the Park specified in his report, to which access
is now practieally denied to tourists owing to the inconvenience and
danger of transportation where no roads exist.
· I also concur in his recommendation that the appropriation should include a reasonable amount, to be ascertained after due appraisement, for
the purchase of the toll-bridge, known as Barronette's Bridge, across the
Yellowstone River, on the wagon-road between Mammoth Hot Springs
and Cooke City. While the exaction of toll for passage over any portion of the Park would seew to be entirely inconsistent with its design,
the Department has not felt justified in prohibiting it in this case, in
view of the fact that a bridge had been constructed at this point prior
to the reservation of the Park and bas since been maintained as a private enterprise, to accommodate the travel over this road, upon which
no improvements have been made by the . Government. The acting·
superintendent estimates for $2,000, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to extinguish whatever title there may be in the present
owners of the bridge, in order that it may be opened to free travel.
I wish especially to call the attention of Congress to the necessity of
providing a contingent fund for incidental expenses in the Park. U oder
the last appropriation the only expenditure allowed was for roads. For
the protection and care of the Government property no fund was available, nor could any amount be expended in the preservation of the objects of interest which abound in this reservation.
I submit the following estimate of appropriation for the care and
management of the Park for the next fiscal year, in case it sho1:1ld be
deemed advisable by Congress to provide for its protection by a superintendent and assistants:
·
For pay of superintendent ..........................••.........' .......... - - $2,500
For pay of fifteen assistant superintendents, at $1,000 each ............. - - .. 15,000
For pay of one secretary ................•.........•......... ............ - . 1,500
Incidental expenses ...............................•.••....•••....•........ 7,500
For extinga.ishment of Barronette1s bridge claim ( or so much thereof as may
be a.warded by a. duly constituted. commission appointed by the Secretary
of the Interior) .......••........••....................•........... .-.... . 2,000
~,or accurately surveying and marking boundary lines in the ·Park ...- .... . 10,000
38,500
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NEW PENSION BUILDING.
The engineer and architect (General M. 0. Meigs) in charge of this
work reports that the building is now substantially completed. Ground
was broken preliminary to its commencement November 2, 1882, and tbe
work had progressed sufficiently by May, 1885, to permit of the removal
of a portion of the force of the Pension Office to the building. From
time to time thereafter as additional room became available, the re.
mainder of the force and' records of the office were transferred, an d smce
the 1st of December, 1885, the whole of the large force of the Pension
Office, with its voluminous records an<l files, have been conveniently
quartered in the building. The amount expended, for all purposes, upon
the buildiug to September 3, 1887, is $8S6,614.04.
The report of General Meigs contains interesting information respecting the dimensions of the building, certain details of construction, the
floor and air space provided, and the measures adopted with a view to
secure the best results in heating and ventilating. Excellent effect is
claimed for the mode of construction in the improvement in health and
comfort- of the employes over that experienced in rented buildings.
AROHITE01' OF THE CAPITOL.
The Architect reports that the usual repairs have been made upon
the Capitol necessary to keep the building in good condition. The work
of preparing for the new elevators in the Senate and House wing~ is
well under way, ~nd a contract has been made for the machinery and
cars. The Senate boiler vaults have been extended aud two steamboilers added aggregating 312 horse-power. A fan, with steam-engine,
has been provided for veu.tilatiug the kitchen of Senate restaurant.
Iron shelving has beeu placed in a room in the House wing cellar for
convenient storage ot the early records of the House of Representatives,
&nd considerable additional shelving has been provided in the law librar~· by increasing the length of the alcoves. The work of the heating
and vel!tilatiug apparatus has been generally satisfactory, the temperature of the Senate Chamber having been kept, at the last session:,
within an average of one degree of statiouary.
.
~rhe report of the Architect calls attention to the four boilers; connected with the heating apparatus of the House wing, which have been
ill use since 1857. The service now required of them is greatly in excess of that for which they were originally intended, and it is represented that they will be inadequate to meet the increased demand upon
them in operating the new elevator, and in heating and ventilating the
extensive vaults and store-rooms now being constructed. It is recommended that two new boilers of improved pattern, similar to those recently added in the Senate wing, be provided for this service.
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Exf>eriments in lighting the Senate wing by electricity having proVi
successful, proposals were invited for introducing electric light into t
entire Senate wing, for which appropriation was made in tho act
August 4, 1886. As the proposals received were all in excess of th
amount appropriated, nothing has been done in the matter beyond tkt
arrangement of tbe steam-pipes from the new boilers, whicb have b~
so placed as to lead to the rooms set apart for the dynamo machines.
The electric-lighting plant of t_h e House wing is reported to be in good
condition.
Work has been conth\ued upon the-sections of the terrace now under
contract, and a contract has been awarded for completion of the marble
and granite work of the terrace and stairways in tbe amount of $123,700,
the north stairway to be completed by December 1, and the entire work
by June 30, 1888. The large inlets running under the terraces, for
fresh air to both wings of the building, have been constructed and
the sewer and water pipes have been lowered and rearranged to conform
to the new grade.
· A brick building 30 by 57 feet, two stories in height, with wagon sheds,
bas been constructed at the corner of B and Third streets, southwest,
in pursuance of the act of February _28, 1887, making appropriation
for the construction of a stable and carpenter shop for the accom modation of the offices of the House of Representatives.
The Architect reports that, by authority of the Joint Committee on
Library, imprqvements have been made at the Botanical Gardens as
follows: The laying of a concrete walk from the Maryland avenue en. t,rance to the Third street gate, placing new steam boiler in the camelia
house, and erection of store-house for plants at the south grounds,
The lawns have been filled and brought to grade and repairs to 8team·
heating apparatus, painting, and glazing have been done upon the
conservatory and small greenhouses.
The west wing of the court-house building has been prepared for
the accommodation of the Civil Service Commission, as directed in the
act of August 4, 1886, and is now occupied as the offices of the Com·
mission, and extensive repairs have b~en made to the old portion of the
building, which has also been heated by steam. The archi tect stat.es
that this extension of the heating apparatus renders it necessary that
provision should be made for additional vaults for storage of fuel.

COLUMBIA INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB,
The pre ident and board of directors, in their report, present a statement of the cour es of instruction pursued in the institution, which is
divided into two separate departments: one, the Kendall school, for
the young r pupil , and the other, for those more advanced, known BB
the ~ational Deaf-Mute Colleg .
·
1t i t ted thar, b gen ral aim in Urn course of instruction foJlowed
in the ch ol i to giv th pupil a practical understanding and com-
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mand of the English language, a knowledge o~ the ~rinciples of a~itbmetic sufficiently extensive to meet bis needs m busmess tr~nsa?t1ons,
a full course in political geography and a reasonable course m ~1story.
Daily instruction is given in articulation and lip-reading to every pu~il
that shows capacity for vocal improvement. A number of the boys m
t be school receive industrial training in carpentry and cabinet work, and
the girls are taught sewing and other household duties. Instruction in
painting and drawing is given to pupils in both the school and coll ge.
In the college ancient and modern languages, the higher mathematics, natural science, history, philosophy, and political science are
~u~~

.

In the past year it was decided by the directors to admit young
women to the college dming the coming two years as an experiment,
and six have entered the introductory class.
The number of pupils remaining in the institution on the 30th of
June, 1886, was 91; admitted during the last fiscal year 21, and 26
have been _a dmitted since the close of the year, making a total of 138
under instruction, of whom 112 are males and 26 are females. Of these
61 have been in the college and 77 in the_school.
INSTRUCTION OF THE BLIND.
During the year thirteen blind persons from the District of Columbia
were under instruction in the Maryland Institution for the Blind, at
Baltimore, admitted by authority of this Department, as provided in
section 4869 of the Revised Statutes. In addition to the c0urse of instruction usually pursued in institutions of this character the pupils are
trained in .music, pi ano tuning, or in some branch of industry adapted
to their capacity with a view to enable them to earn a Ii velihood after
they leave the school. These beneficia,ries of the Government are reported by the superintendent of the institution to have made good
progress in 8tudy and music and in handicraft, preparing for lives of
usefulness and measurable independence. The cost to the Government
for each pupil is $300 per year, the amount paid by the. State of Maryland for similar instruction. Payment for the education of the indigent
blind of the District. of Columbia is pro_v ided for in the ,, permanent
annual appropriation " for that purpose.
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE.
Th~ report of the Board of Visitors contains an interesting sketch of
the original hospital building, the foundations of which were laid in
1853, of the structures which have been added from time to time, and
of the special purpose to which each is devoted. The institution embraces a main hospital and six distinct buildings, not including the
dining-ball, with fifty or more wards for the classification of 1,300 inmates in more than five hundred associate dormitories and siugle rooms.

•
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The separate building for the convict and homicidal patients is now in
course of construction under contract, and will be ready for occupancy
before the close of the present fiscal year. Much advantage is antidpated from this important addition to the hospital in the greater sec•1rity and better facilities it will afford for the safekeeping and treatment
of the classes for which it is designed ; but the greater benefit is expected to result to the other inmates, as it will be practicable, upon removal of the dangerous and criminal cases from the wards in which
they are now distributed, to accord more freedom to the milder patients
and to relieve thelll of many of the restrictions to which they are now
necessarily subjected.
The Board of' Visitors estimate that $20,000 will be required during
the next fiscal year for ordinary repairs and improvements, including
care of the grounds. They refer to the growth of the institution in
population and in extent of the uuildings, and submit that the amount
($10,000) which has usually been appropriated for repairs is not adequate to the present needs of the hospital. Among the items of needecl
repairs are mentioned the renewal of heating apparatus, the painting
of the wood work of the entire west wing, renewal of interior walls,
ceilings, and floors, and other repairs n·ecessary to prevent deterioration of the buildings.
They also recommend appropriations for special improvements as
follows : For au infirmary building, with accommodations for 60 cases,
$30,000; for a water.tank in the west tower of the main hospital, for
storage of river water, connected with _tp.e fire.hydrant system, as an
additional protection against fire, and to be used also for irrigation and
sewerage, $4,000; for a tower clock, 750; for cementing basement floor
of dining hall and finishing it for a recreation room for the inmates in
wet and inclement weather, $1,200; for gardener's cottage and porter's lodge at the lower hospital entrance, $1,200. The reasons advanced by the board in support of these recommendations would seem
to be sufficient to commend them to the favorable consideration of Con·
gress.
The following table represents the changes in population of the hos•
pital during the year ending June 30, 1887:
Males.

Females.

Total.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 1----- - - - !~3:~dg/u.ne30,J886dfu........ .....•..••....•.......•..••..•....
1
unng year en
g June ao, 1887 •....• ...... ..•... ...... .• . .

Wbolenumberu.ndertreatment ..•.....•..•..•.•....•........•........
DISCHARGED.

Recovered ........................•..••..........••..........•.•.••••.

966
206

62

1,~:

~-~-1,535

1===1•=====

~e~~y~;~~-~:: : : ~.~~ : ~: :·.: : :·.: : :::::::::::::::::: : : : ::::
Total diecharged and died........................................

301

57
49
2

73

181

Remaln1ngJ'une30,1887 ....................••....•........•.....•..•. -991 -

15

17

1
19

52
311 -

72
66
3
9'Z

233
1,~2
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FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL.
The number of admissions to the hospital during the year was 2,254,
an increase of 123 over the previous year. Of these, 789 were C"lored
males, 816 colored females, 507 white maJes, and 132 wbite female ;
3,036 persons were prescribed for in the dispensary attached to ~h
hospital. Of the admissions, 195 were disabled ex-soldiers;, who, comrng
to the city to look after their pension claims and being without m a
of support, were temporarily provided with food and shelter, and 27
were .ex-soldiers delayed in the city awaiting transportation to or from
the National Soldiers' Home, the latter being the only class of per on
from whom any revenue is derived, the board of managers of the Home
allowing a sufficient compensation to meet the cost of keeping them.
The surgeon in charge reports that the general sanitary condition of
the hospital is good, and the· buildings comprising the eight main ward
have been thoroughly repaired under the appropriation made for that
purpose at the last session of Congress.
The number of deaths was 224, which, though an increase of 8 over
the previous year, the surgeon-in-chief does not regard as an excessive
rate of mortality, considering the increase in number of persons admitted, and the fact that the patients are mostly from a class of persons in
poor circumstances, subject to the worst hygienic and moral influences,
and averse to receiving treatment unless forced to it by necessity, which
is confirmed by a table submitted with his report, showing that over
one-third of_the total number of deaths occurred within a few days after
admission.
EDUOATION OF FEEBLE-MINDED CHILDREN.
This Department is required by the act of June 16, 1880, to provide for
the education of indigent' feeble-minded children of the District of Columbia in some State institution, at a cost not to exceed that paid by the
State for similar instruction. The amount appropriated for this pur- _
pose during the last fiscal year was $2,500, sufficient to defray the expenses of eight beneficiaries of the act above mentioned in the Pennsylvania Institution for Feebie-minded Children at Elwyn. The appropriation for the current·year is in the same amount. A number of deserving cases has been brought to the attention of the Department, but
applications in their behalf for admission to the institution have necessarily been denied owing to the inadequacy of the appropriation to meet
the expenses of any addition to the number now under instruction. I
therefore recommend that the appropriation for this purpose be increased
to $4,500 for the next fiscal year.
1
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WASHINGTON HOSPITAL FOR FOUNDLINGS.
The board of directors report that the institution was opened for the
reception of children January 4, 1887, and that during the remaining
six months of the fiscal year 20 were admitted, of whom 2 were adopted
and 7 died. The average cost of maintenance per capita was 50 cents
per day. This rate, it is expected, will be considerably lessened with
the increase in the number of children, which it is thought will reach
50,.the limit of capacity of the institution, during the current fiscal year.
The directors state that the building is scantily furnished, and a considerable amount, which they hope to receive from private confribn_tions, will be required for further equipment to provide for the increased
number of inmates. They ask an appropriation by Congress of $7,000
for maintenance of the institution during the next fiscal year.
THE TERRITORIES.
The reports submitted by the governors of the Territories are this
· year unusually full and interesting. They give as a whole a gratifying
view of present prosperity, and express the brightest hopes for the near
future. In all of the Territories there has·been a cons1derable increase
during the year in population and in wealth; the progress of the estab
lished industries of agriculture, stock-raising, and mining .has been uniform and healthful, and the development of new resources varied and
important.
POPULATION.

In Arizona and New Mexico the native population and that of Spanish extraction bas not materially changed in Pumbers ju the past ten
years, while during that period the total population of New Mexico has
increased about 20 per cent., and of Arizona more than 100 per cent.
This increase represents a general movement of immigration of the
most desirable character, coming in large measure from the older States
of the Union, for the purpose of permanent sett.lement in the Territories. These new-comers, as a general rule, are taking land in small
holding , and are not seeking to build up immense estates or to establish extensive ranches. This is equally true of recent immigration in
the northern Territories.
The present population of the Territories is estimated, respectively, as
follows:
Arizona.······ .••••......•••..•. 90,000
Dakota. ......•.•....•.......... 568,400
Idaho · - - - -· -. - - . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 97, 250
Montana. ....................... 130,000

New Mexico .•••••..••••........ 160,000
Utah.. .. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196,500
Washington...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142, 391
Wyoming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85,000

Ala ka ha a population of 6,800 white , 5,800 civilizeq natives an,d
26,
native n t ivilized.
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TAX.ABLE PROPERTY AND FINANCES.

The taxable property of the Territories is generally assessed below

its real value, and complaint is made of irregular and unequal assessments. In Arizona there bas been an increase of $6,000,000 during the
year, and the aggregate assessed valuation is now $26,313,500. The
financial affairs of the Territory are in goo<l condition. Territorial taxes
have been reduced 1 mill. New Mexico, on the other hand, is falling
heavily in debt, and the governor urges that Congressional sanction be
given for the convening of a special session of the Territorial legislaturA
to consider ways and means of relief. The taxable property of New
Mexico is now $63,000,000, an increase of $7,000,000 during the year. _
The valuable mining properties of Idaho are not taxable, growing
crops are exempt, and farm products rarely appear on the assessment
rolls. The total taxable property of this Territory is assessed at
$20,741,192, an increase of about $3,000,000 over that for 1886. Idaho
expects a balance in its treasury on January 1, 1888, of $35,000 over
all registered indebtedness.
Wyoming is not burdened with a public debt, except to a very limited
amount, and its 6 per cent. bonds were promptly taken a~ a premium.
Its taxable property is now $3i,089,613, and the assessment, as in other
Territories, is at an undervaluation. The taxable va~uation reported
in Utah is but $35,865,805.
In Dakota the taxable property has increased, in , 1885, 23 per r.ent.;
in 1886, 25 per cent.; and during the present year 20 per cent. The total
assessment for the Territory for 1887 amounts to $157,084,365. The
4½ per cent. bonds of the Territory recently issued sold at a fractional
percentage above par.
In Alaska no real estate is held in fee-simple, excepting a few lots of
ground in the towns of Sitka and Kadiak provided for by treaty. The
governor's estimate of the taxable property, including mines, at a fair
valuation, but excluding the Alaska Commercial Company's establishment on the Seal Islands, is $10,000,000.
DISPOSAL OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.

During the year in Dakota the lands entered under the homestead 1
pre-emption, and timber-culture laws aggregate 1,067~271 acres; while
the area acquired by final proof aml cash entry was 1,586,672 acres. In
Wyoming, 303,185 acres were taken up under the various laws, and in
Ida,ho about 350,000 acres. In Utah the total disposition of the public
lands since the opening of the land office in 1869 amounts to 4,158,743.38
acres. In .Arizona and New Mexico settlement on the public lands has
been rapid.
AGRICULTURAL PROGRESS.

The most marked feature in the recent agricultural clevelopment of
the Territories is the discovery of the astonishing ·fertility of larie areas
INT 87-VOL 1--6
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heretofore supposed to be arid or desert lands, valuable only for grazing
purposes. Garden farms iu Arizona and New Mexico yield rich semitropical products in profusion, and orcllards in Utah and Idaho furnish
a great variety of fruits of such excellent quality that extensive shipments are already made to the eastward, and the highest prices ob. tained. Some of these fruit farms, yielding a considerable income to
their industrious owners, occupy less than 20 acres-an area thought
rather a meager allowance for the sustenance of a single animal where
similar lands are used as cattle ranches.
Broad grain fields iu Dakota, Montana, and Washington Territory
have for several years been making inroads upon the so-called "desert"
lauds of the cattle ran ge; and it is now being discovered in WJTomiug,
Arizona, and New Mexico that a ranch will produce more cattle and a
better grade of beef if divided up into small holdings in the hands of
a number of enterprisi!:lg farmers, than under the former system; and
that the profits realized from flocks and herds iu such ownership will
be retained and expended in the Territory, instead of going to eastern
and perhaps to foreign proprietors. The-governor of New Mexico estimates that fully one-half of the entire area of that Territory is capable
of successful cultivation.
STOCK RAISING.

This rapid agricultural development, as well as the heavy losses in
the northern Territories from the unusual severity of last winter, together with the low prices prevalent during the year, have somewhat
checked the progress 6f the cattle industry, so far as it is carried on
upon large ranches; but great advances in other important branches of
stock raising have more than counterbalanced this depression. The
aggregate stock wealth of the Territories in cattle, horses, sheep, and
swine has kept pace with the general progress in other respects.
In Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming much attention is being paid to the
introduction of better grades in horses, cattle, and sheep. Already it
is claimed that" the Utah rauge horse is a better animal for his weight
and size than any other in market; that the mountain qualities of
fine feet and lungs remain with the horse for the remainder of his
career, no matter where he· may go;" and that the w·yoming horses
have a "strong and enduring constitution, with a clear bright eye, and
a frame knit together for hard service; their feet are compact and
neither too large nor too small, but round and strong, with ,valls and
frogs to support the animal."
To the altitude and rare bracing air, the peculiaritiei:; of the soil and
of the turf, as well as to care in breeding, the excellence of these horses
is attributed.
·
MINES.

The yearly product in precious metals of Arizona is estimated at
ew Mexico, in gold and silver, $3,850,000; Dakota,

f6,103,37 ; of
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$3,125,000; Montaua, $26,000,000; Idaho, $7,480,000; Utah, $6,071,000
The mines of Wyoming have not yet been largely developed, but its
resources are undoubtedly rich and varied. ExtensiYe oil fields have
heen discovered, promising a very large yield; buttbe wells lrnve been
plugged to await transportation facilitieB .. Up to this time tl1e greatest development of the mineral wealth of Washington Territory bas
been in its coal beds, which seem inexhaustible and furnish every grade
of coal. In Alaska the mines on Douglass Island are producing
$100,000 in bullion per month, and the capacity of the mills is to be iniereased.
The mining interests of the Territories have been benefited by tlleir
recent agricultural development. This is especially true in.Arizona and
New Mexico, where the reduced cost ofliv.ing makes possible the working of mines formerly unprofitable. The governor of Idaho urges t Le
repeal of the alien land act so far as mining properties are concerned.
He says: "Had this law been applicable to agricultural, grazing, coal
and timber lands only, it would have been just and right, but the mines
of Idaho are mostly undeveloped and -are in the hands of poor men, who
are not able to make the necessary improvements. It can not be claimed
that the holding of this class of property by aliens is any serious injury
to any one. It certainly results in great benefit to the miners of tbiR
',rerritory." The governor of Montana makes a similar re~ommendation.
SCHOOL LANDS.

Attention is again called to the status of school lands in the Territ:>ries. Under existing laws the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections
i 1 all the Ter~·itories are reserved from entry and settlement. The
governors unite in asking the passage of an act authorizing the leasing
of these lan.ds for the benetlt of tile Territorial schools. It is suggested
that the lessees should be prohibited from mining, cutting timber, or
committing other waste, and that the leases in each Territory respectively should tecminate upon its admission to the Union as a State.
In ·closing this ·r eport I do not think I should let the occasion pass
without acknowledging my indebtedness to Assi~tant Secretary Mulclrow for the able advice, unremitting labors, and perfect integrity with
which he has co-operated in the general administration of this office. I
desire also to express my high appreciation of the zeal, efficiency, and
fidelity with which the chiefs of the several bureaus, the chiefs of divisions and their respective eorps of officers and employes, have discharged
the trusts confided to them.
Very respectfully,
L. Q. C. LAMAR,

Secretary.
T-he

PRESIDENT.

